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Teacher Sheet

TOPIC: Native American-Culture

GOALS:
1/4

'1. To allow for natural progression on a developmental
level,continuumfrom concrete toward formal opera-
tional thinkin4 processes.

2. To facilitate de'velopment of language arts/skills.

3. To improve.accgracy and quality of information about
Native AMerican Culture.

CONCEPTSI

)
1. Adaptations: Egla ke. (migration)l-Mazaska tantahan

(economics); Can Kpe opi 1890 (Wounded Knee 1890).

2. Belief: Wanka Tanhan (world view);.Itcitacan (leader-
ship); Can Kpe Opi (1973) (Wounded Knee 1973).

. Belonging: Tiosisaye; Wo onsPe (education Can Kpe
Opi 1973 (Wounded Knee 1973).

4.h.

GENERALIZATIONS:

1. The Teton.Siodx culture.is composed of individually
different people.

2. InClividual members of theTeton Sioux culture are
different from their group in the same way that I
(the student) am different from mine.

AN OUTLINE, FOR CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION.

1. GENERAL INTRODUCTIO14:, THE GREAT PLAINS EXPERIENCE N
Large group instruction -- videotape.''

2. STUDENTS SELECT 'INDIVIDU IZED LESSON PLANS
Student-teache ing conferences to select and
modify individualiied',1esson plans.

' -

STUDENTS CONDUCT RESEARCH AND WRITE REPORTS OR STORIES
Students work alone, in pairs Or in small groups.

STUDENT PAPERS ARP.) READ FOR OTHERS'IN THE CLASg-
At least one paper from each individualize0 lesson
is selected for reading. 1

5. UNIT CLOSURE.: STUDENTS VISIT WITH NATIVE AMERICANS
Plans for a social experience, speaker, or-visit to
a special place should evolve as students work in ttie
unit. It should take.place either as the Students are
completing, their work or as the final event in to
unit.,

4



Teacher Sheet

TO THE TEACHER:

This unit isplanned for junior high students who have

reached a level of maturity where they have begun to he aware

of themselves as they are different from others in a group.

Generally they behave consistent with an internalized set of

rules, and they understand when specific situations demand

rule modifications. They also see the world in'terms of

specifics rather than, generalized standards.

These students want to' do their own thing because they

have started tOithink about themselves, as individuals. .If

they are tcgrow in their thinking, it is important for them

to be able to make some reasoned decision's about their own'

learning and to begin to identify their own questions, con-

cerns, and interests. Therefore, the unit is structured to

allow for choices. It emphasizes the relationship Of Rarte

to the whole rather than using a global approach., Theunit

contains iedvidualized student plahstbut the*teacher.should
recognize that' the plans will never be the same for any two

students. ,Student plans are a structural base but should be

used with flexibility and changed4if necessary in response

to 'student 'needs.

The characteristic way students at this develppmental

level process information is by foCul3ing on a part of the

whole and then formulating perceptions about the whole from

,

their knowledge of its parts,. Therefore, .the unit is/ anned

for students to,study aboutiparts of the Teton Sioux cu ture.

The students are,probably most familiar with Sioux cult re
.,,

if=they have any information about Native Americans at all. N

This, may provide some problems since students may eed to

$Unlearn'or,relearn as they attempt to form accura e: -percep

tions. By gaining accu1ate inforpation about _a pa t.of, the

culture, students will be able to grow toward a more accurate'

understanding of people who come from different cdlture.

The information students gain will.be most meaningful-to them

if it ,.,is consistent with questions, interests oricondernw- e

they have about their own lives in their own culture. ,.,

)

.

The cognitive task before the student at'this level kb,,

to recognize clearly how the individual is different from,-

other people, and to:realize'that no one is alone in thatY

difference. -This, will serve as a base to understand how

individual differenCes can contribute to the group. Only 'by

clearly understanding and accepting their own individuality

can students begin to understand how groups within a society

are different\in order to choose membership'in groups consistent

with, individual goals.

These students will not. be as likely to perceive Indians

in stereotyped rolei because they can underatand that peOp1e

are/different. With appropriate instruction they wcnild be I

able to accept, and understand ,that differenoes cancbe observed

within a'culture; then they need to see that people of another

culture are different in the same way that individuals see

themselves as different.
Ii Q



Teacher Sheet.

This unit is planned to provide an initial exposure to
Native Americanwculture

-/h

t rough an interest stimulating

a)
experience, tOblp the s udent identify alternative ideas
.he /she could choose in study of Native American culture,
and to help the student'develop-an independent plan which
will allow him/her40 find similarities within differences .

3

SKILL GOALS:

'To provide opportunities for stUdents to gain practice
using planning, composition, mechanics of grammar, hand-
Writing, reading, And,research skills consistent with
their levelof-development in, each area.

\°Plannigg:,, Studentswill gain individual guidance from
L5TAthe "teacher so that they can learn to hoose

or write a study plan consistent witk their
own interests'and learning styles.

Composition: Students will gain-experience in report
or narrative w ting by completing writing
assignments after conducting research.

Mechanics: Students will'use the'modell)rovided )5 the
teacher'when he/she edits first copy pens
to idOntify and correct variations fr m
standard writinjpractice.

)

Handwriting: Students will gain handwriting practice by
coRying a paper written during tlie unit in

P ti
'their' best handwriting. They will follow the
six'basic rules for good handwriting.®

Reading:p Students will become better able to inde-
pendekEly select readin-g materials consistent
with their interests and reading abilities.

'Hese roll,: Students will gain practice in identifying
alternatiVe methods of collecting data for
research reports. 'If appropriate, they will
learn thit alternatives to media center materials

0 exist and will learn to use alternatives to
*either supplement or replace factual information

/, collected in the media center. .

1



Teacher Sheet

PREASSESSMENT

This unit is planned to help students improve their
thinking skills, their, composition skills,' and their under-
standing of Native Americans. In order to facilitate growth
in each of these areas, the,teachet needs IT know:

--what the students themselves are quWioning.

--how students organize ideas in writing.
' ' A

- -what, attitudes students hive about Native Americans.

l''---t

One way to gather information about each of these is to
h'ave students wr tea story and then to read their writing,
hinking about at students are saying about themselves and

Native America and what composition skills they are using
to express their ideas.

Recommended Assignment',

Write a 'story about a day,when you met and spent
some time with a Native American. Tell About the
person and how you vent the time you had together.
Describe what you thought and how you felt.

PREASSESSMENT - -SLF- EXPRESSION AND INTEREST

The assignment for a story about spending time with ,a
Native American is deliberately an open assignment to allow
students to express their own concerns. In their stories,
and in incidents that occur within stories, students spon-
taneously express questions and concerns that are of.major
import nce to them. Teachers can identify these questions'
and le students explore the questions they have-pout them-
selve .

'Initial observations of a number of student papers indicate
that students who-are beginning'to think about themselves as
they are different from others in the group, express one of

three general concerns. They express questions about friend-
ship, about the idea of fate and who' or what controls one's
destiny, and they express a body image idea or theme. Unit
lessons contain - topics that allow the students to explore
their questions about themsqlves within the content and context

of the unit.

If students' focus on'the friendship theme, they can use
such lessons;es thoge prepaied gn,family'life, educatione.or
world view because ethese lessons encourage students to think

. about human relationships, how they are established and



Teacher Sheet

sustained. Students interested in the-questiOn of control
over oneself and one's environment could use lessons such as
those on Sioux migration or Wounded ;pee-1973. Students
expressihg the body image theme could explore that issue in
the context of lessons that deal with the sun dance, hunting,
and personal sacrifice and stamina necessary for leadership.

Unit lessons are. not designed for exact matching of:
student questions and content about Sioux culture. Unit.
lessons are planned to elicourage the opportunity for students
to explore questions about themselves withinthe context of
the unit. The indivi ualized lessons can beuggested and
described to students by the-teacher. Then students.select
lessons that are most meaningful to them.

i
PREASSESSMENT: WRITING

. .

, 4

Stories,about Native Americans serve as initial samples
of studentvriting ability. They reveal the way each student
uses written laffiguage to transfer meaning; they also provide
an index of the student's organization of thought. The teacher
can use-these writing samples to make observations of each
student's use of'words, sentence structure, and organization
of ideas to convey meaning.

,

Individualized lessons in the unit provide opportuhities
for students to gain writing practice.' Each lesson contains
models of professional narrative and expository writing.. ,

Students- respond to what they read by writing their own ideas
in simple sentences on teacher-prepared reading guides or in
paragraphs in their-journals. The teacher can read and react
to daily work as students proceed through individualized
_lessons in e classroom and can.make suggestions that will
help stuaen s express their ideas.

At the d of each individualized lesson plan; the student
is asked to write a longer paper. This can he written in
either narrative or expository form. StUdents will choose the
form that:works best for them.' Final papers should he edited
by the<teacher unless the junior high student haS exceptional

eb--..,

/skill q Students _Make final copies from edited work. These
final apers should be shared with others in the class. Out-
standin piers can be submitted to school papers'or other
local publications.

,

Through ,continued writing, practice-in the'unit, students
will improve writing skills. As teachers observe changes
in student writing, they can make notations on student papers.
Then, at the end of. the unit, these, notes-can be used as part
of the,evaluation and can be shared with parents at con-
ferences,-



Teacher. Sheet

FREASSESSMENT; ATTITUDES

6

Information students have abotAt Native Americans influences 21
their attitudes and feelings towaed people who come from the
Native American culture. It also influences perceptions
,students have about histori6 events and contemporary political
,and social decisions. Student information may have come from
a variety of sources including fiction stories', adult conversa-
tion, newspapers, television, school units or direct observa-
tion. Much of this information has been prepared by non-
Native American.Writers. Some-present a highly.stereotyped,
image; some are inaccurate. Students may be faced with the
difficult task of reorganizing previously assimilated informa-
tion as they gain additional knowledge.

,f,

Student stories indicat °ideas and attitudes developed

i
from information the studen s have assimilated. Basically
the teacher needs-to know i student ideas come froil an
accurate knowledge base or whether their ideas represent
inaccurate information or stereotyped ideas.

.

, If student ideas are accurate, further discussion or
testing will indicate knowledge of exact facts or details.

Some students will resent reading books they'veread before.
For, other students rereading a book would be 'a learning ex-

perience. It is important th t the students are not bored;
that\they find the informati6 they're acquiring intellectually

stimulating. Students who ve an accurate knowledge base tray.

also serve as resource peopl for others in the'class.

Most students twill probably express stereotyped-ideas.
Frequently expressed stereotypes include either a piains
savage or a highly romanticized natural man. The unit attempts
to agcePt.the fact that most students will probably start

----their unit work with these ideas. As they' acquire accurate
information, students will have the knowledge base they need'

to leave stereotyped ideas behind.
I
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LEARNING CONCEPT--EGLA KA. (Adaptations)

LEARNING ACTIVITY

Your assignment is to research the reasons for the movement
of the Teton Sioux to the Western Plains and the changes this
migration, brought to the Sioux way of life. After completing
your research, you will describe in your own words,-why the
Teton Sioux moved west, what kinds of plants and animals were
found on the Plains and how this changed their way of life.

3

STEP 1
Read sLalcota History" by William Wallis (Essay 1)

STEP 2-
Complete the Study Guide or Write a one-page summary of the
information in your journal

STEP 3
Go to the media center and locate an atlas containing hiStori-
cal maps. Locate dither a regional or a United States map
showing the country gefore the states were loCated on maps.
If you have trouble finding such, a map ask the librarian to
help you.

STEP 4
Trace the migration routes of the Sioux Nations on a map.

STEP 5
Prepare either a chart or,a scrap book showing the Teton Sioux
homes, tools, and food sources when they lived east of the
Missouri River and when thdy,lived north of the Platte River.
You may use eitherpictures,or written descriptions.

STEP 6A
Think about the information you. studied in this unit. Imagine,

what it might be like to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a story
that is related to what you have just studied. Try to include
some of that information in your story. Your story might he
about one or more of the following:

- -an exciting. event.
- -a young person becoming an adult.
- -a person who acts differently because he/she has learned
different cultural patterns.

- -making friends-.
--getting Inarried.
- -a person who doe6 something heroic.
- -an important -lesson or moral truth.
- -growing up.

with' supernatural forces.
- -raising a family.
--an experience that isn't mentioned here, but one you



would like to write about.

Choose. this activity or Step 6B.

STEP 68
Write a report describing the migration of the Teton Sioux.
In your report tell. how the Sioux lived in the eastern region.
Then tell how their lives changed when they moved to the
region north of the Platte- River.

STEP 7.
Take the first copy of your work to your teacher. Edit.your
writing. Then,write your final copy.

STEP 8
Makb a list of questions you have about what you have learned.
Discuss these with your teacher..



Lakota History: 1650-1880: Before the WhiteiMan

by William Wallis*

1

A century agcr
0/
the Sioux Nation was a great nation. Its

realm included parts of what are now the states of Nebraska,.
South Dakota, Wyoming, and Montana. Its borders were formed
by the Platte River in the south and the Heart River in the
north, the Missouri River in the east and the Big Horn
Mountains in the west. The Lakota or Teton Sioux ("Dwellers
of the Prairie") were the westernmost division of the 'Great
Sioux Nation, as distinguished from the Nakota who lived in
the central part of the region and from the Dakota who lived
in the easternmost part of the region. The main difference-
between these three division6--then and now--is that they
speak different dialects of the Sioux language.

Between 1650 and 1680, small bands of Sioux moved west-
ward from the Mille Lacs region in what is now Minnesota.
They were under pressure from the combined forces of the Cree
and Assiniboine, who were supplied with guns-by the French.
They were also attracted by the great herds of buffalo that
roamed the plains. The Sioux, until then a more sedentary
hunting-gathering people, became a nomadic hunting and warring
society. Although nomadic, the hands of the western Sioux
Nation, the Lakota, assembled each summer to decide matters
of national importance and to give the Sun Dance, the most
sacred of ceremonies. It was a complicated ritual, involving
many rites. It was a,gathering for all people of the western
Sioux Nation, not an assembly of representatives. This summer
meeting symbolized the unity of the Sioux people. These --
gatherings gave the entire populous Siouk Nation cohesion and

. force in affairs, of the Plains Indians. It was a time when
men received visions.

,,As the Siqux secured territory to the west, they became
great warriors .in the plains. ,They carved out aterritory
from lands previously held by the Omaha, Ponca, Arikara,
Kiowa, Cheyenne, and Crow.' To secure this land and to keep

A

*The essay was written by William Wallis in connection
with a school curriculum and music project. The project was
also developed by. Alfred Menard, Richard Moore, and Perry
Wounded Shield. Menard and WOunded Shield are both members
of the Teton Dakota group.. .4 .



contrOlof it,:they made war a-
ture was exposed to two powerf
the horse and the gun, Toget
Sioux.men to become great him
mounted warriors.

way of life: The Sioux cul=
stimuli in the 18th'century,

r they enabled the ambitious'
rs and the world's most renowned

0
,,-

The horse had been
.

introduced to the. Nem World by the
-Spaniards. ,81, 1742 the Siolix had horses. Within,fffty, years
the horse was fullyintegrated into the ultimate pattern.pf.
the Sioux culture.. Not'only was the highly trained horse an
essential part of the hunteresspkil p. and warrior's tactics,
baut it was ofasprimary medium oexchiangej a symbol of prestige.
The Sioux people became more nomadicl wealthier in terms of
goods derived from the-environment; and more powerfill.mili-
tarily by fully exploiting the horse.. Some Sioux had muzzle-
loaders-hby 1700. Soon they were usingothem'as potent weapons
tn'inter-tribal warfare. Firearms were of little value to
Sioux, horsemen in hunting, hOwever, for the-skittish buffalo
stampeded At -rffle*report. The Sioux technique oChunting was
to ride among the herd, killing effectively-with the quiet
bow and arrow. Stimulated by almost simultaneous acquisition
of the gun and the horse, and located in the heart of the
-northern buffalo range, the. Sioux way of life burst into a
magnificence that lasted nearly a century. After 1750, the
Siou ere a plains society whose exi tence depended on the
buf alo, From its carcass,they got fo de from its bones they
made tools, from its hide they made cl thing and teepees. The
vital importance of the buffalo caused the Sioux to corisider him'

a symbol of the virtue. generosity. Tatanka, the,b4ffalo, was a
great provider and the basis of Sioux socio-economic existence.

Drastic changes occurred in Sioux society in the late

19th century. They came about through the unforeseeably and
(for the Sioux) unbelievably powerful force of the white con-
queror, who killed the buffalo in such great numbers that it
disappeared almost entirely and who fenced in the land for
farming or claimed-it for mining. Finally, even the sacred
soil of the Black Hills was torn up for goldo For the Lakota,
the 'Black Hills were the dwelling place of the sacred spirits.
The Treaty of 1868 had promised proiection of the Holy Road --
the road used by the'Lakota to reach paha Sapa, the sacred
Black Hills--and of the hillethemselves. The bloodiest Indian7
white struggle was caused when whites violated this particular
aspect of Red Cloud's treaty of 1868. Then the white man came'
in overwhelming numbers and even the Lakota's most desperate
defense was of no avail. With the buffalo's death, the Lakota
way of life was drastically changed. With tRe military defeat,
Lakota pride .and self-assurance were undermined.

. .
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.
LAKOTA. HISTORY -L,

STUDY GUIDE

1. Approximately how large was, the land area inhabited by
the'. Sioux Nation about a century ago?

0.

2. What three- divisions were included £n the area?

3. What was the main difference between these three divisi

4. Why: did small bands of Sioux move'westward from.Minnesota
between 1650. and 1680?

5: How.did the Sioux way of Obtaining food change with this
move?

6.' Why did bands, of western Sioux assembe each sumMQV

What did this gathering symbolize?

8. What cultural groups inhabited the western territory
secured by the Sioux?

9, What two stimuli influenced Sioux ct4ture in.the 18th century?

10. What was the basii.of Sioux socio- economic existence?

What force influenced Sioux culture in the late 19th century?



12. Why were the Black Hills special to the Sioux?

14

13. What did the Treaty of 1868, promise?

14. What caused the bloqqy Indian-white struggle at ,this time?

15. What two events deastidally affected Lakota pride and their

way of life?



*Name

LEARNING,.CONCEPT--WANKA TANHAN WANYARA (BELIEF)

/ LEARNING ACTIVITY'

15

Your adsignment is to research the ideology of the Teton
Sioux people. An ideology is a belief system about the, way
the universe works and man's place in the universal structure.
It is somewhat like a religious perspective, . After completing
your research, you will desCribe the Teton SiouX world view.
in your own words. Your writing will be in the form of a
repor. Then make .a visual display, illustrating the world
viewfor display in the classroom.

STEP 1
Locate the reading-Indian BOyhood:

STEP 2
Discuss the reading with your teacher.

STEP 3
View the film The Sioux Legends. Complete the study guide
or write a one-page summary of the information on the film in
your journal.

STEP 4
Go to the media center and locate the story`posters--The
Warbonnet, The Legend of the'Pipe, and The Legend of Double
Faced Woman.

STEP 5
Write answers to study guide questions for the posters or
write a one-paragraph summary of the information on each
poster in your journal.,

$TEP. 6
Read the supplementary reading--"The Circle" (Tyon) and "The
Number. Four" (Tyon).

STEP 7
Write one paragraph explaining "The Circle" and telling ahOut
"The Number Four. '

4-

STEP 8
Think about the information you studied in this unit. Imagine
what it might be 1.ke to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a story
that is related to-What you have just studied. Try to include
'some of that information in your story. Your story might be
about one or more of the following:

--an exciting event.
--a young person becoming an adult.

person who acts diffekently'becausehe/she has learned

different.culturaloipatterns.



...(making friends.
,--gettingmarried.
--a person who does something heroic.
"--an important lesson or moral truth.
- -growing up.
--dealing with supernatural forces.
--raising a family.
- -an experience that isn't mentioned hereo'but one you".

would,like to write about.

16"

Choose this activity or STEP 88.

STEP 813
Use the. information you have gathered to write'a report of

one to three pages describing the Teton Sioux World View.

After .completing.the first copy, ask the teacher to read

your writing for editing work. Then write the final copy.

STEP 9
^(Optional) Make a .visual display of the Sioux World View

for the classroom. This might be an illustration of a. story,

the Sacred Hoop, or a picture'of,your own using the sacred

colors.
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"THE NUMBER FOUR"

(By Tyon)

In former times the Lakota grouped,all their activities
by four's. This was betause they recognized four directions:
the west, the north, the east-, and the south; four divisions
of time: the day, the night, the moon, and the year; four
parts to everything that grows from the ground: the roots,,
the stem, the leaves, and the fruit; four, kinds of things that
breathe: those that crawl, those that fly, tho'se that walk
on four legs, and those that walk on two legs; four things
above the world: the sun, he moon, the sky, and the stars;
four kinds of gods: the greltt, the associates of the great,
the gods below them, and the spirit kind; four periods of
human life: babyhood, childhood, adulthood, and old age; and
finally, mankind had four fingers on each hand, four toes on
each foot, and the thumbs and the great toes of each taken
together are four. Since the Great Spirit caused everything
to be in four's, mankind should do everything possible in 0
four's.
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"THE CIRCLE"

(By Tyon.)

18

The Oglala believe the circle to besacred because the

Great Spirit caused everything in nature to be round except

stone.' Stone is the 4mpleMent of destruction. The' sun'and

the sky, the earth allOthe moon are round. like a shield,

though the sky is'deep.like a bowl. Everything thativeathes

is round like the body of'a man. Everything that groO from

the ground is round like the stem of a tree. Since the Great

Spirit has caused everything to be round mankind should look

upon the circle as sacred for it is' the symbol of all things

in nature except stone. It is also the symbol of the circle

that marks the edge of the world and. therefore of the.four

winds thdt travel there. Consequently, it is also the symbol

of a year. The day, the night, and the moon go in a circle

above the sky. Therefore the circle is a symbol of these

divisions of time and hence the symbol of all time.

For these reasons the Oglala. make their.tipis circular,

their camp circle circular, and sit in a circle in all cerer

monies. The circle is also the symbol of the tipi and of

shelter. If one makes a circle for an ornament and it is not

divided in any way, it should he understood as the symbOl of

the world and of time. If, however, the circle be filled

with red, it is the symbol of the sun; if filled with blue,

it is the symbol of the sky. If the circle is divided into

'four parts, it is the syMbol of a vision of some kind. It a

half circle is filled with red it represents a day; filled

with black, the night; filled with yellow, a moon or month.

On the other.hand, if a half circle is filled with many

colorsi it symbolizes a rainbow.

One may paint or otherwise represent a circle on his tipi

or his shield or his robe. The, mouth of a pipe should, always

be moved about in a circle. before the pipe'is formally smoked.
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LEARNING CONCEPT1MAZASKA TANTAHAN (ADAPTATIONS)

LEARNING ACTIVITY

Your assignment is to research
way the Teton Sioux cooperated
shelter and tools.

STEP 1
View the film "Tatanka."

19

and write\a report about the
to obtain food, clothing,

STEP 2
Complete Study Guide after viewing the film.

STEP 3
In a group of four divide up the readings
reads one of the following:

Teton Economic Life After Reservation Life
the Wasichus Coming (Nelhardt)
The nunalo and ft s Uses (Mails)
The Horse Revolution (Mails)

After completing the reading, write a one-page summary of
what you have read.

so each member

(Macgregor)

,

STEP 4
Have a conference with the teacher to discuss the economy
of the Teton Sioux and how it changed

f
f m 1600 to the present

time.

STEP 5
View the film "The Great Plains Experience, Part I--The Land"

STEP 6
(Optional) View "Part II, The People"

STEP 7
Draw sketches or list the things that the Teton Sioux used
for food, clothing, tools, etc. Make a list of questions
you have about what you have learned. Discuss these. with
your teacher.

STEP 8
Make a visual display for the classroom. Do any one of the
following:

1) Illustrate the uses of parts of the buffalo.
2) Illustrate contributions made by Native Americans.

STEP 9A
Think about the information you studied in this unit. Imagine
what it might be like to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a story,
that is related to what you have just studied. Try to include,

23
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some of that. information in your-story. Your story' might

be about one"or more of the following:

--a,young person becoming an,alult.
--an exciting event.

--a person who acts differently bechuse he/she has

learned different cultural patterns.

--making friends.
--getting married.
--a person who does something heroic.

--an ,important lesson or moral truth.
--growing up.
--dealing with supernatural forces.

-- r4'ising a family.
--an experience that isn't mentioned here, but one you

would like to write about.

Choose this activity or STEP 98.

STEP 98
Write a one to three-page rough draft of a report describing

the economy of the. Teton Sioux. Take this tolrour teacher

for editing.

STEP 10
Write the final copy of your report or story.
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"The Wanichun Coming"

from John Neihardt, Black
Elk Speaks (N.Y. Pocket,
0/71, pp. 8, 181, 184-85,
195 -96.

Once we were happy in our own country and we were seldom
hungry, for then the two-leggeds and the four-leggeds lived
together like VMlatives, and there was plenty for them, and
for us. But tht'Wasichus came, and they have made little
islands for un** and other little islands for the four-
leggeds,*** and always these islands are becoming smaller,
for around, them surges the, gnawing flood of the Wasichu; and

c-N

it is dirty with lies and greed.'

A long tiX-eago my father told me what his, father told
him, that there was once a Lakota holy man, called Drinks
Water, who dreamed what was to be; and this was long before
the coming of the Wasichus. He dreamed that the four-leggeds
were going back into the earth and that a. strange race had
woven a spider's web all around the Lakotas.**** And he
said: "When this happens, you shall live in square gray
houses, in a barren land, and beside those square gray houses
you shall starve." They say he 'went back to Mother Earth
soon after he saw this vision, and it was sorrow tfiat killed
him. You can look about you now and see that he meant these
dirty-roofed houses we are living in, and that all ,the rest
was true. Sometimes dreams are wiser than waking . . . .

As I told You, it was in the summer of my twentieth
year (1883) that I performed the ceremony of the elk. That
fall, they say, the last of the bison herds was slaughtered
by the Wasichus. I can remember when the bison were so many
that they could not be counted, but more and more Wasichus
cane to kill them until there were only heaps of hones
scattered where they used to be.1 The'Wasichus did not kill
them 'to eat; they killed them for the metal that makes them
crazy, and they took only the hides to-sell. sometimes they
did not even take ,hehides, only the tongues; and I have
heard that fire-boats came down the Missouri River loaded

*Wasichus: white people.

**rslands for us: reservations

***Islands for four-leggeds: fenced-in farms

****Spider web: an Iktomi web.
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with deled biaon tonguon. You can oxen that the men who did
thinWere'-crazy. Sometimen they did not even take the tongues;
they juat killed. and killed because they liked to do that.
When we hunted7binon, we killed only what we needed. And when
there was nothing left but heaps 'of bonen, the Wanichun carne
and gathered up,even the bones and nold them.

Al). our people now were settling down in square gray
houses, scattered here_and there.acronn thin hungry land, and
around them the Wasichus had drawn a-line to keep them in.
The nation's hoop was broken, and there Ohs no center any
longerfor the,flowering tree. The people were in despair.
They seemed heavy to me, heavy ancldark; so heavy that it
seemed they could not he lifted; no dark that theycould not
be made to see any more. Hunger was among us often now, for
much of what the Great Father in Washington sent us must have
been stolen by Wasichus who were crazy to get money. There
were many lies, but we'could not eat them, The forked tongue
made promises.,. . .

Ir

[Later] we stayed there [in New York] and made shown for
many, many Wasi s all that winter. I liked the part of the
show we made, not the part the Wasichus made. Afterwhile,

I got used to there, but I was like a man who had never
had a vision. At dead and my people seemed lost and I
thought I might kind them again. I did not see any-
thing to help my people. I could see that the Wasichus.did
not care for each other the way our people did before the
nation's hoop was broken. They would take everything from
each other if they could, and so there were some who had more
of everything than they could use, while crowds of people had.
nothing at all and maybe were starving. They had forgotten
that the earth was their mother. This could not be better
than the old ways of my people. There was.a prisoners' house
on an island where the.big water came up to the town, and we
saw that one day. Men pointed guns at the prisoners and made
them move around like animals'in a cage, This made me feel
very sad,' because my people too were penned up in islands,
and maybe that was the way the Wasichus were going to treat

them.'

In the spring it got warmer, but the Wasichus had even
the grass penned up. We heard then that we were going to
cross the big water to strange lands. Some of our people
went home and wanted me to go with them, but I had not seen
anything good for my people yet; maybe across the big water
there was something to see, so I did not go home, althoUgh I
was sick and in despair.

[Later], the Wasichus had madeanother treaty [1109] to
take away from us about half the land we had left.: Our people:;
did not want this treaty either,-but Three'Stars (General_
Crook) came and made the treaty just the same, because the'

0.,
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Wasichus wanted our land between the 'Smoky .Eartii'and the

Good River. So.the flood of, Wasichus, dirty with bad
deeds, gnawed away half of the island that was left to. us.
When Three Stars came to kill us on the Rosebud, Crazy
Horse whipped him and drove 'him back, But when he came this
time without any soldiers, he whipped us and drove us
back.'''Fle were penned up and could do nothing -
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After the Tetons were placed on reservations, they made
a remarkable economic recovery between 1890, and 1914 by
turning from buffalo hunting to cattle herding. Read the,
following essay written in 1942.

"Teton Economic Life After Reservation Days"

by Gordon Macgregor*

In spreading along the.creeks of the reservation, the.
Indian families built-,Log cabins and established themselves
on the land much like white rural familied. Slowly each
family also began to accumulate a small herd of cattle and
horses. In the early years of settlement, many families
were content to live by government rations ana to spend their
time in idleness, gaming, community gatherings, or riding
to other homes. In order to'increase their efforts toward
self- support, the Agency cut down'the amount of rations. The

I
Indians were lso expected to earn their rations by working

Lon a project o fence the reservation. The reduction of
rations and the requirement of work to stimulate industry
on the part of the Indians came at the same time that the
Great Sioux Reservation was broken up and large sections were
set aside for white settlement. The chiefs opposed to co-
operation with the government immediately took occasion to.
point out that all these actions were new proof of the govern.
ment's lack of good faith and its intent to cheat the Indians

However, the process:of accepting the white man's life
continued to gain impetus. Missionary work spread from'Pine
Ridge town-into the new communities, but it was many years

.
before'a large part of the populatioh joined the, churches.
The government established small country schools in which
the Indian children learned the three R's. After the turn
of the century, the reservation population entered a long
period of comparative calm, during which it became fairly
well adjusted to a settled rural life and cattle-raisAng..

The raising of cattle, which became the basic economy
of the reservation, began' in the 1870s, when, in keeping
with the local economy,. the military in charge of the Pine
Ridge Agency began providing the Indians with cattle. They.
also prevailed upon the Indians to keep the cows from.the
cattle supplied for ration issues. Beginning in 1871, one
animal on the hoof was'included in each Indian's monthly

ration. During the, early part of this period, however,
Indians were leaving the reservation tohunt buffalo, and a
great number from Pine Ridge had become.embroiled in the

*Gordon Macgregor, Warriors Without Weapons (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1946), pp. :37 -41.

28
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battles of 1876 with Cus er and. Crook.. We cannot assume,
therefore, that all the dians had become livestock owners
or that those who owned c ttle were livestock operators in
-the modern senses. They an their cattle much as they ran
their herds of ponies. However, an interest in cattle had
been stimulated among those,Indians who had accepted reservation
life and wished to remain at peace with the white man. The
first civilian, superintendent, following the program initiated
by the Army, issued cattle directly for the purpose of building.
,up Indian cattle herds. He was greatly impressed and satisfied
that the Indians kept the original issue and allowed the calves
to mature. According to official reports, there were 10,000
head of Indian cattle on the open range by 18851-and by 1912
'the Indian herds had increased to 40 0 head.

The continued pursuit of stock-raising, however, was
interrupted by plans for other enterprises. The Allotment
Act Of 1837 had been-passed on the assumption that, by
allotting every' Indian a' tract of land, all of them would
rapidly become "civilized" and self-sufficient farmers.
Individual allotments were to be held in trust by the United
States government for twenty-five years, in order to protect
Indian interests. 'At the end of this-period their competency
to handle their own affairs would be passed upon; if the
-judgment was affirmative, title would be vested in the allottee
in fee simple. The allotment of lands to the Pine Ridge
Indians did not commence until about1904. By 1916 the major
portion of the reservation had been divided into tracts 'of
160 acres for each Indian regardless of age.

Although allotments were not made on Pine Ridge dbring
the nineteenth century, there was some pressure from private
.and government quarters in the EaSt upon the Pine Ridge agents
from 1890 to 1900 to promote dry farming. During this period
the Pine Ridge. Indians suffered. Arom various ill-advised
actions of the Agency and from palitical schemes and fraud.

In 1900 a new agent came to the reservation and remained
fok seventeen years. Under his direction the Indian cattle
operations gained fresh impetus which resulted in a good
increase of the herds. The livestock practice of this era
was that of the open range, of allowing the herds to move
over the reservation ranges with little supervision.- Each
spring and fall great roundups were held, which were important
events to all the Indians. During these years the Pine
Ridge Dakota became steeped in,the life of the cowboy,, his
existence in the open, his dress, his skill with horses---ail.
of which would be extremely attractive to people who had been
great horsemen and lived the life of the Plains Indians.'
Rations became so unnecessary by 1914, that they amounted
only to token payments.

23
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ith the beginning of World War I, cattle prices soared 4
and the Indians were encouraged to sell their herds, and in
1916 nearly all the herds were sold off. Besides the attrac-
tion of high prices, there was pressure from white stockmen
to have the Indians dispose of their cattle so that white
cattle interests could lease the reservation ranges in these
years of tremendous profits. Only one small .lease of reser-'
vation land had been made to a white man in 1914, but by 1917
the large cattle operators had secured leases on nearly all

the reservation. The remaining Indian cattle merged with the
herds of the whites and were sold in he fall roundup. A
new agent, . who believed in leasing Indian lands, took charge
in 1917. In the following year all the reservation lands
went under control of whites and remained in their hands
until 1921.

The loss of their cattle herds was the greatest disaster
that had befallen the Pine Ridge Indians since the vanishing
of the buffalo. For a second time, the basis of their
-economy and the foundation on which their society rested were
'sumpt. from,beneath,them. The full effect was not felt im-

mediately. Although there was much fraud involved, the
returns from the- cattle sales created a sudden wealth in cash.
The Indians indulged in an orgy of spending, for their cash
income from high land rentals appeared-to be endless. Fever-
ishly they began buying the gadgets of civilization, especially

automobiles. For these they traded their herds of horses,
often twenty-five for a car. The Indians had always kept
herds of horses on the reservation, and during the last years
ortheir cattle-sales, many had invested in fine-blooded
horses to,improve their stock. These horse herds now dis-
appeared rapidly, and by 1930 there was left about one horse

for each Indian.

In 1921 began the postwar depression that forced many
cattle operators to go out of business and default on their

leases. Many Indians, now without cattle to- sell, were hard

hit by the sudden cessation of their income from leases.
Then came the opportunity to sell the land. The Competency
Commission arrived from Washington to arrange for handing
over title to property formerly allotted to Indians. The

sale of allotments thus became possible and was even en-
couraged by the Agency. /n accordance with a policy estab-
lished by the BureauCof Indian Affairs four years previously,
only persons of one-half or less Indian blood were adjudged
competent. Hence the holdings of many Dakota remained intact
for some time, but pressure to sell increased.

By the end of 1922 the agricultural market had recovered,
and there began a feverish buying of Indian lands by land
speculators and crop farmers. The government, with little

3
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thought for the Indians' future, co-operated fully. The
Agency placed.notices of available lands in full-page news-
paper advertisements. Again high prices encouraged the
Indians to sell. Without cattle to run on their land,
cashing in on their allotments appeared to he a profits le
piece of business. Most of the Indians felt assured th t
they would always be able to live on the reservation an
that there would always be lands of relatives to which they
could move. There was much pressure from agents of land
companies and land speculators, and not a little fraud in
many of the dealings. An Indian might accept forty dollars
a

i

d a new suit of clothes, believing it was a down payment,
o ly to find later that he had signed his name or put his
m rk on a completed 'deed.

The'purchasers of the land were in the main promoters
who were reselling it to midwestern faithers for the culti-
vation of flax, wheat, and other grain crops in the first
dry farming to be practiced on the reservation. Although
the great drought of the plains area began in 1924, it did
not reach serious proportion's until the. 1930's, and the white
farmers on the reservation continued to be successful up to
the financial crash of 1929.

It was during these years that the little towns of
Wanblee, Batesland, and Martin flourished as marketing
centers for the farming people. The white population con-
tinued to increase on the reservation, and their influence
upon the habits of the Indians began ti be discernible.
Indians acquired a few milk cows, chick n, and small farm
livestock. The success of the white farmers encouraged the
government to promote dry farming among the Indians. Seed
and farm equipment were issued through a system of reim-
bursable loans. Thus a new economy was started on Pine
Ridge; it proved to be both short-lived.and disastroub.

The drought and depression of the 1930's wiped out
almost the last of the white leases and the Indians' own
efforts at dry farming or raising cattle. In one community,
in 1931, the average cash income for a family of five was
$152.801 From petty capitalists, which most of the popu-i
lation became after the sale of their cattle herds and the
leasing or sale of their lands, they now became poverty-
stricken dependents on charity.

After a year ,of Red Cross and federal direct relief,
the Indians were given wage work on relief projects. With
the establishment of the Civilian Conservation Corps in
1933, special projects were set up for the employment of
Indians on reservations. Since married men were enrolled
in the Indian C.C.C., nearly all the able-bodied men on the
Sioux reservation were on the government pay roll. Thus,
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as in some other very low income groups, the period of the
depression was undoubtedly one of hardship, but the average
income of the population was greatly increased. In the year
1939 the average individual income was $213.11,_of which 50
percent was supplied as relief wages and payments and com-
modities distributed by the:federal'government. The most
lasting effect iof this period has been the experience of
nearly all the men in a. wage-work economy.

In the last seven years the government has attempted to
re-establish the Indians in tHe cattle industry. After
bitter experience the lesson has been definitely learned
that this is the only permaneni economy possible on the
reservation' lands. Yet re-establishing this economy has
proved difficult. The problems arising from the inheritance
of land, past sales of land within natural cattle ranges,
the limitation of credit, and the greater attraction of relief
wage work and recent wartime,industry have all hampered the
development of cattle ownership. It has been necessary for
Indians who start cattle operations'to receive rations for a
year or two to support their families until their herds begin

yieldin an income.
. .

In 1942, all C.C.C. work ended with the liquidation of the
program. Thus many Indian families faced for the first time
in almost a decade, the problem of supporting themselves with-
out wages or other assistance from the government. From one
point of view, this has been a fortunate event for the future
adjustment of the people, for they will never accept full
responsibility for their own welfare until they meet and solve
heir own problems of making a living, but many dislocations
and frustrations have accompanied the sudden change. Oppor-
tunities for defense work off the reservation had already
attracted many men, particularly' the. former C.C.C. enrollees
who had learned marketable skills. Other young men have gone
into the military services, a career still exciting and highly
attractive to the Sioux. ,14anyof the families remaining on
the reservation have received cattle on a repayment basis.in

a rehabilitation program directed by the Agency. The adjust-
ment to this economy is far from completed as yet, but there
dre.traditions of the past and values in both the -old culture

and the adopted "cowboy culture" that give promise of success-
ful transition from one economy to another.
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THE HORSE. REVOLUTION

by Thomas,Maile

The advent of the horse revolutionized the life-pattern
of the Plains Indians in a particular way. It did not.begin
a new culture wherein the Indians did things they were not'
already doing in some 'form or other, but it enabled the
people to break forth into a nomadic life on a full-time
basis. Before this'they were semi-nomadic, with small bands-
of,Indian families moving out at intervals from fairly
stationary villages to hunt buffalo at piskins and buffalo
jumps. With the horse to carry them, their tipis, and their
other possessions, they could follow the roving buffalo herds
throughout the good-wather months, and they could, raid the
enemy's horse herds Ag greater distances in sh9rter periods
of time. 'This does not mean that raids on foot were no longer
made, for many warriors continued to walk into enemy country
so they could steal horses and get them home without the added
.burden of bringing their own back too. The horse led, then,
to a period of great prosperity, and to what might he called
the golden age of the Plains Indians, which lasted from 1750
to 1875--or perhaps to 1886,. when virtually the last buffalo
was killed by White hunters.

While many of the Indian tribes acquired horses before
their first recorded contacts with White explorers, an absence
of documentation has made it impossible to say precisely_what
the first sources for Plains tribes were, at what dates they
first obtained horses, how quickly they spread from tribe to
tribe, and precisely how that dispersion took place.

ReCent findings indicate that the Spanish stock-raising
settlements of the Southwest, and particularly those in the
neighborhood of Santa Fe, New Mexico, were the original sources
for the horse's diffusion to the Plains tribes. The Indians
who worked at these settlements learned how to handle the
Spaniard's horses and mules, and soon realized the superiority
of their use over foot travel and for the transportation of
camp equipment. The first few horses and mules were obtained
-by the settlement Indians in trade for goods about 1600.
Trade-like this was continuous thereafter, and the Indians
also stole horses whenever they could. Yet it,was a develop-
ment which proceeded very slowly, and none of the Plains
tribes could properly be called "horse Indians" before 1650.
The Ute, Apache, and Kiowa tribes were the first to put the

*Thomas Mails, Mystic Warriors of the Plains (Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972), pp: 216-219.
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Map allowing the spread of the'horse into the Plains,

horse to extensive use, next were the Comanches, and through

the Spaniards and these original tribes, the horse was dif-

fused to the northern Plains Indians.

At the beginning of the nineteenth' century there were

i

two main routes by which hor es were spread to the tribes of

the northern Plains. One rote led from the Spanish settle-

ments and Indian tribes of N w Mexico and Texas to the Black

Hills in South Dakota, thence eastward and northeastward to

the Arikara, Hidatsa, and Mandan villages on the Missouri.

The other route led from the upper Yellowstone eastward to

the Hidatsa and Mandan villages. Both routes, then, put the

Hidatsa and Mandan trade centers at the very hub of the horse

diffusion. Other tribes came to this huh from every direc-

tion, and traded goods of every conceivable kind for horses

and mules. In time, as the herds began to abound, horses

and mules became the measure of .a warrior's wealth,-and were

the favored medium of exchange.
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Those' who have studied the horse-diffusion problem ex-
tensively believe that the first horses were spread through
peaceful contact between tribes, since Indians who were unc-
quainted with the animals would need to be taught to ride and,

to manage.them. Ten years or so after they learned these
things,,, a tribe was familiar enough with the horse's value to 4)

begin, the pattern of raiding from other tribes which would
chiracterize Plains life for a century or more. During the,

goidenage.period a few warriors and some tribes remained
"horse-prior," but most warriors owned ten or more at any
given ;:'time, and some of them had herds numbering several

hundred' head.

-Due to an inbreeding process begun in Spain, the Indian
stallion had,become a much smaller animal than the larger
United States cavalry horse the Indians were to encounter in

the post,-Civil War days, although.in the late ,nineteenth
century many large horses which had been bred by the westward-
moving White population joined their herds by various means.

The Indian pony had a large head in proportion to its
body, had strong features, weighed approximately seven hundred
pounds, and stood about fourteen hands in height.. It ex-

hibited a wide range of solid and mixed colors; the most
familiar was the; pinto.

As it' developed on the rigorous Plains, the little pony

came to have amazing speed and stamina. It won many a race

against the White man's larger horses, and could often double

the distance other laden horses could travel a day, sometimes',

say some authorities, covering- as,much as sixty or eighty

miles.

Except for the worst months of the winter, the horse '

herds were cared for by the young boys. t' Hobbles were used,

at least on the lead mares, when the herds were pastured on
all but snowy nights. These were ingeniously made of twisted

rawhide or of rawhide rope ties. Not all of the horses were

pastured, however. The best buffalo -.and war-horses were
picketed outside the tipis of their owners from dark till
dawn--being-tied to a stake or else to something inside the
tent; sometimes even to the owner's wrist when he suspected
that enemy raiders might be near.

Once they had become accustomed to the horse, the Indians
practiced horse breeding to a remarkable degree, breeding for

size, task, swiftness, and colors They deVeloped-a fair.
ability with horse medicines and general care, and were excel-

lent trainers of buffalo- and war-horses. Naturally, they
employed many of theirf personal holy items as aids in this.

One learns that many a warrior loved his buffalo- andwar-horse
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as his most dependable friend. Indeed, much of a warrior's
success depended upon how. closely the two worked together.

Indian accounts reveal that most Plains boys learned to
ride unattended by their fifth or sixth year. They mounted
their ponies from the right side--until the late nineteenth
century when White saddles were obtained. They practiced
with their horses until they could make them move or stop on
verbal commands, and continued beyond this until they were

hso skillful they could ride and steer the horse by knee
pressure alone, and so were seldom thrown when the horse
came to a sudden, twisting stop.

White spectators were regularly awed by the riding abilir
ties of the Plains boys and older warriors. At full gallop
they could drop to either side of their horse with the
greatest agility, sometimes holding on only by their heel.
They were even able to ride hanging under the horse's belly.
Boys learned to lean down and pick up small objects from the
ground while riding at full speed, and how to ride by and
lift up a fallen comrade alone or with the help of another
warrior as a team effort. A practiced rider could pick a
rope up by flipping it into the air with the tip of his bow
while moving at full gallop. Some warriors could spring to
the ground and back again while riding full tilt, so as to
disturb the enemy's aim. George Catlin believed the Plains
warrior to be the greatest horseman the world has ever known.
He said that while some of them were less than graceful while
on the ground, the moment they laid their hand upon.a horse
they "flew away like a different. being:" In fact, it can he
said that the Indian's favorite horse became, in many ways,
an extension of himself.

A warrior often painted his favorite war horse with the
same pattern and colors he used for his own face and body.
And when he was preparing for ceremonial events or for journeys
into enemy territory, he painted his horse at the same time

as he painted himself. Society members usually employed
designs which emphasized of their society, although
their symbols could include d is ions of their own vision
helpers and war exploits. The main thing to bear in mina is
that a painted horse always carried a message about his owner,
hence sometimes about the quality of the horse bearing the
marks -- although a.painted horse might not always be the one
the owner had ridden on the raids described.

The total effect of a painted warrior and horse upon
those who saw them was often stunning, and many Indian ac-
counts mention the striking impression they made. One aged
Crow warrior still, carried the picture of a Sioux rider he had
encountered a half century before, whose entire body and
horse were covered with bright blue paint and white dots.
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"The Buffalo and Its Uses"

by Thomas Mails*

Then the advisor said: "At what place have you stood
and seen the good? Report it to me and I will be glad."

Oneof the scouts answered: "You know where we started
from. We went'and reached the top of a hill and there we
saw a small herd of bison." He pointed as he spoke. .

The aditior said: "Maybe on the other side of that you
have seen the good. Report it." The scout answered: "On
the other side of that we saw a second and larger herd of
bison."

Then'the advisor said: "I shall be thankful to you.
Tell,me all that 'you have seen_out there."

The scout replied: "On the other side of that there
was nothing but bison all over the country."

And the advisor said: wHetChetu aloh!"

Then the crier shouted, like singing: "Your knives shall
be sharpened, your arrows be sharpened. Make ready, make
haste; your horses make ready: We shall go forth with arrows.
Plenty of meat we shall make:"

Everybody-began sharpening knives and arrows and getting
,the best horses ready for the great making of meat.

Then we started for where the bison were. The soldier
band went first, riding twenty abreast, and anybody who dared
go ahead of them would. get knocked off his horse. They kept
order, and everybody hd to obey. After them came the hunters,
riding five abreast: e people came up in the rear. Then111

the head man of the adv sors went around picking out the best
hunters with the fastest \horses, and to these he said: "Good
young warriors, my relati es, your work I know is good. What
you do ,is good always; so to-day you shall feed the helpless.
PerhapS there are some old and feeble people without sons, or,
some who have little childr n and no man. You shall help.
theselagd whatever you kill shall be theirs." This was a
great hontir fOr young men.

*Thomas Mails, Mystic War4ors of the Plains (Garden
City /N.Y.: Doubleday, 1972 ), pp. 181-95, 208-16.
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Then when we had come near to where the bition were,

the hunters circled around them, and the cry went up,

. as in a battle, "Hoka hey:" which meant to charge. Then

there was a great dust and everybody shouted and all the

hunters went in to kill--every man for himself. They

were all nearly naked, with their fluivers full of arrows

hanging on their left sides, and they would ride right

up to a bison and shoot him behind the left shoulder.

Some of these arrows would go in up to the feathers and
sometimes those that struck no bones went right straight

through. Everybody was very happy.*

If God was the creator and overseer of life, if the,

morning star, moon, and Mother Iarth combined their talents

to give birth and hope to the Indian, if the sun was the

dispatcher of wisdom and warmth, then the buffalo was the

tangible and immediate proof of them all, for out of the

buffalo came almost everything necessary to daily life- -

including hip religious use as an intermediary through which

the Great Spirit could be addressed; and by which the Spirit

often spoke to them. In short, the buffalo was life to'the

Plains Indians until the White man'A goods and ways first

eliminated and then replaced the animal.

Understandably, then, a major part of Indian life was

oriented in and around the buffalo herds. They moved with

them during all but the winter months. The buffalo's habits

and kinds were studied intensely, and in time the Indians

'put virtually every part of the beast to some utilitarian

use. In fact, it is almost astounding to see a graphic'

breakdown of the uses'made of him--of his hide, of his

organs, of his musdles, of his bones; and of his horns and

hoofs. It is slight,wonder that the Indians reverenced the

buffalo, related him directly to the Great Creator, and

believed that he woad respond to religious persuasion. The

Sioux thought him to be a natural, symbol for the universe,

and, no doubt the other tribes accorded him a like honor.

If a child's name included the word "buffalo" in it,

the Indians believed that the child would be especially

strong and would mature quickly. And, though a name in itself

is not the guarantee of an automatic transformation, a

"buffalo" child usually fulfilled the expectations of others

by striving to accomplish what his name implied. a warrior

was renamed after a vision or great,hunting or war accomp-

lishment, and his new name included the word "buffalo," it

meant that the buffalo was his supernatural helper, or that

*Prom Black Elk Speaks,.cited by Mails.
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'USES OF THE PARTS OF THE BUFFALO

UDE

Buckskin:
moccasin.tops
cradles'
winter robes
bedding
breechclouts
shirts
leggings
belts
dresses
pipe bajs
pouches
paint bags
quivers
tipi covers
gun cases
lance covers
coup flag covers
dolls

Rawhide:
containers
shields
buckets
moccasin soles
rattles
drums
drumsticks
splints
cinches
ropes
thongs
saddles
stirrups
knife cases
bull boats
quirts

. arm bands
lance cases
horse masks
horse forehead
ornaments

bullet pouches

TAIL

medicine switch
fly brush
lodge exterior
decorations

whips

BUFFALO CHIPS

fuel
`signals
ceremonial

smoking

FOUR-CHAMBERED
gitgAcn

first stomach'
contents:_
frostbite
skin diseases

liner: container
for carrying
and storing
water

cooking vessel

SCROTUM

rattles

BLADDER

sinew pouches
quillpouches
small. medicine
bags

SKIN OF HIND LEG

moccasins or hoots
(preshaped)

HOOF & FEET

glue
rattles
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PAUNCH

lining used for buckets,
cups, basins, dishes

MEAT

(every part .eaten)
pemmican (converted)
himp ribs--immed.
Jerky (converted)

inner parts.eateri,on the
spot

BEARD

ornamentation of
,apparel & weapons.

TONGUE

best part of meat

BRAINS

hide prepargtion

'HORNS

caps
"fire carrier
powderhorn
spoon
ladles
headdresses
signals
toys

SKULL

ceremonies
sun dance
prayer



HAIR

headdresses
saddle pad filler
pillows
ropes WHOLE ANIMAL
ornaments
halters totem

ballsalls clan symbol
white buffalo

sacred
MUSCLES adult yellow-

rare-prized
sinew:

bows
thread
arrows
cinches

glue

BONES

knives
arrowheads (ribs)
shovels
splints
winter sleds
arrow straighteners
saddle trees
war clubs
scrapers (ribs)
quirts
awls
paint brushes (hipbones)
game dice
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he exhibited the strength of a buffalo, or that he was an
extraordinary hunter. In other words, the name described
the poweis of the man.

Societies namelkafter the-buffalo had the animal as
their patron. The founder's vision would have featured the
buffalo in .a prominent way, and quite probably, all or most
of the society members would also have" seen buffalo in their
dreams or visions.

Holy men who saw buffalo in the vision during which they
were called to the practice of medicine would seek thereafter
to commune with the Great Spirit through'the buffalo. This
might be done by prayers spoken to living buffalo--and thus
sent through them to God--or by the ritualistic use of
buffalo parts such as the skull. Then, too, their medicine
bUndles would always feature parts of the buffalo and/or
stones associated in the mind of the holy man with the
buffalo.

Buffalo calling was a constant and essential pradtice
on the Plains. , Since the Indians believed.that buffalo
existed for their particular use, it followed ,that the mi.=
grations of the herds were according,to a divinely controlled
pattern. Wheneverp'then, the season came for the great
herds to approach their area, the Indians,of eadh3band sought
to assist the process by "calling" the buffalo. Any delay
in their"appearance would, of course, intensify the calling
procedures and amplify the medicine rites.;

Buffalo,often licked themselves, and in the process
swallowed same of the hair. Over the years the hair sometimes
formed itself into a perfectly round ball two inches or more
in diameter'. Such'a ball was a great find, and it immediately
became a buffalo calling item for ritual use.

All of.the Plains tribes had special songs which they
believed would make the buffalo approach their camp areas.

,
And all the tribes had.dreamers and holy men who would conduct
secret rites and then prophesy where the buffalo were most
;plentiful. The Mandans, after completing a,meal, would
present a bowl of food to a mounted buffalo head 'in the'
belief that it would send out messages to living animals*
telling them of the Indians' generosity, and thus, inducing
them to come closer. f They also prayed constantly to the
Great Spirit to send, theM meat, and sometimes pleaded with
a mystic "Spiritual Great Bull of the Prairie" to come to
them with his cow, and with the herd close behind, naturally!
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The holy men of the Sioux, Assiniboines, and Pawnees-

used buffalo skulls in rituals designed to entice the herds,
and the carcass of the first animal slain in a large hunt
was always sacrificed to'God. On occasion, Comanche hunters
would find a horned toad and ask it where the buffalo were.
They believed the toad would scamper off,in the direction
of the nearest herd. Or the same hunters would watch a raven
flying in a circle over their camp and caw to it, thinking,
it would answer by flying off toward the animals closest
to them. They also held a nighttime hunting dance before

-'the men left the main camp to look for buffalo. After the
hunt there was a buffalo-tongue ritual and feast which they
celebrated as a thanksgiving ceremony. Some of the tribes
had a unique hoop game which "called" the buffalo as it was

played.

Speaking generally, when considering the energy put
Into buffalo calling; it should be recognized that there
were many reasons to want the herds to come close to the

camps: First, the 'transportation problem was a monumental
one, since the enormous quantities of meat and the heavy
hides were not easy tot carry from the hunting areas to the

camp sites. Second,- it was much safer to hunt in one's

own. domain. In particular, the penetration of enemy terri-
tory or'even of contested areas was extremely hazardous. . .

In the minds,of the Plains Indianslpf 1750 to 1875, the
classic buffalo hunt was the summer chase. Hunting then was
close to warfare in its demands upon horsemanship and courage.
Cool nerves-and sharp reflexes were required of horse and
rider in both hunting and war, so the young brave trained
his finest horses in the buffalo hunt until they became like
extensions_ of the lower part of his body;

It took months of hard work to ready a horse for use
in hunting and warfare, and not every steed could meet the

requirements. Any buffalo in good condition could outrun a

mediocre horse. An acceptable. mount must he able to run down
its quarry in a mile or less. Since an untrained animal
would shy and buck whenever it\came close .to buffalo, it
had to he taught to race through a confusion of beasts and
up to an enraged bull while guided by knee pressure alone.

The hunter needed both hands,free in war and in the chase,
and in both instances he either let the reins drop on his
horse's neck, tucked the loose ends in his belt, held them
in his teeth, or lockedlthem in the crook of his right arm.

Each warrior had to have at least one horse which was
trained to a fine point for buffalo hunts and warfare. It
became his best and favorite, and was usually too valuable
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to sell or trade. He guarded it like a treasure and picketed
it just outside his tipi at night. After all, his existence
and future depended upon it to.an.amazing degree. A buffalo -
and war-horse was:trained to stop instantly at a nudge Of
the tnees or a-tug from the rawhide thong, called a "war
.bridle," which was tied. to-the _ahimal's.lower-jaw. But more
than that thong was necessary, since racing through thundering
herds-over 'rough-ground that was riddled with bushes, xocks,
and hidden burrows portended frequent collisions and spills
for the rider, so.during battles and hunts a fifteen-to twenty-
foot rope was often tied around the horse's neck- so that its
free end would drag behind the horse. When a falling rider
seized the rope, his horse came to a'sharp stoppand in a
moment the man was on his feet and mounted again . Often
one who had an especially valuable. buffalo horse cut v-
shaped notches in his ears.

Buffalo hunters stripped to a clOut, or to clout and
leggings at most, to reduce,their weight and to free their
movements. Frame saddles, ehields, and other extra gear
were left behind at -A selected site. Some hunters used:pad.
saddles or buffalo robes tied on with,a,buckskin cinch.
A hunter carried. six or seven arrows and his bow in his hands,
or -when using a gun, a few bullets in his mouth. Quivers
were carried at the hunter's left side so that arrows could
be quickly drawn. A heavy quirt was used to prod the-horse.

A bow's length away was'the distance the hunters had to
try for, and the preferred targets were the intestinal cavity
just behind the last ribu, and just back of the left shoulder
and into the heart. At that narrow distance their powerful
bows could sink an arrow into the buffalo's body up to the
feathel'Or even pass it clear through him. A foot Weer
brought them into hooking range, but a foot farther away
meant losing power and accuracy. Unless the buffalo'was hit
in a vital spot, he died slowly, or often recovered altogether.
In ei her case, he would race away and 'was lost to the tribe.
Hunti skill was also encouraged by the fact that if tWo.or
more 'owe from the same hunter were found in one of the
carcasses, the women returned them to theit owner with
scalding compliments about his shooting ability and courage.
To avoid this, many a hunter woulclriek his neck a second
time to ride in close enough to grab his badly placed arrows
and yank them free. Either that or-he.might try to reach a
fallen animal, dismount and seize his extra arrows before the:
others could see them. ,Success in this always resulted in a
private chuckle by the hunter.

To the victors belonged the 'buffalo's liver, and when
the chase had run its-course, they jumped from their horses,
cut it out, and ate it raw, seasoned with gall and still
steaming with body heat and dripping blood.
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These were bizarre but triuMphanemomeq As, nd every
boy remembered to the last.detall that first', crowning day
when he dropped a buffalo to the ground and ate its liver.
'If his adulthood and capabilities ,had been questioned until
then, such doubts moved a longways away. Surely he was a
man--and ready to:assume his place in the tribal scheme:

Prepared skins are classified either as rawhide or
bmckskin. To make rawhide, the hide was first staked out'
on theground.with the hairy side down. Then the female
worker haCked away the fat, muscle, andconnecting tissues
with a.toothed flesher, originally made of bone, but later
ofirori pipe.. After several days' bleaching in the sun, the

.
woManscraped the skin down to an even thickness with. an
antler adz. If she wanted to remove the .hair, the hide was
turned over and treated, again with the adz. If an unusually
thick hide was desired, the skin was alternately soaked -and

_dried oirer a slowl.smoky fire. ,

.

Rawhide, which,.could be bent without cracking, served
'primarily for binding things together and for the manufacture
of waterproof receptacles.

Buckskin was required for pliable items such'as clothing,
°quivers,. bOnnets,. thongs, and soft pouches. To produce it
the skin dresser had to tan the already prepared rawhide.

'Approaches varied somewhat in different areas of the Plains,
but the following describes a common treatment: Thetanner
rubbed an Oily mixture. Of.fat, together with buffalo.or
other brains,:into the' hide, using first her hands, and then

a smooth stone After-this, the hide Was sun-dried and rolled
up.in a bundle.', At this point'it would shrink, and it then
had to be stretched back to its 'proper. size. Next a rough-.
edged stone was\rubbed over the surface, and the skin was
run back and forth through a loop of sinew attached to.a-
pole.' This process dried and softened the skin, and made it
pliable. The hair was left on some robes, especially those
intended for winter Wear. The hairy surface of deerskins
was honed'down with a rib as a-"beaming" tool before being
pulled through the softening loop..

Some skins were browned, yellowed, or otherwise colored
by smoking. To do this a smoldering fire was built in a
small pit, and the skin was wrapped around an assemblage of
poles set up in the form of a small cone or tipi. various
roots and kinds of bark were placed in the fire to make
certain colors, with the amount of color being regulated by
the length of time the skin was smoked. 'Catlin said this
operation made the skin capable of remaining soft and
flexible irrespective of exposure to moisture. This is why
most Indians smoked the skins which were to be made.into
moccasins, and why the smoke-saturated tops of 'tipis were

popular for rawhide moccasin soles. In considering the
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over-all quality of Indian tanning, it is interesting to
note that some of the skins were so perfectly, tanned they
are as soft and pliable today as they were a hundred years
ago.

Articles made of skin soiled easily, but. Indian women
were able to clean a well-tanned skin satisfactorily by using
chalk, porous bone, native clay, or porous rock. Wet, white
'clay was rubbed on the 'skin and brushed off when dry. The
'.Sauk tribe mixed white clay* with water until A.saturated
solution was obtained. Dirty deerskin leggings were worked
in this with the hands, and then were wrung out,. dried, and
kneaded till soft. The white clay remained in the leggings
and imparted a beautiful white color to them. The Blackfoot
Indians Cleaned tanned skins,with a piece of spongelike.
'fungus. Lice on clothing were removed by leaving the article
on an anthill for a-day or so. Furs and pelts were prederved
by drying the marten or 03e fisher bird, pounding it into a
powder and then sprinkling it over the fur.

As long as the buffalo lasted, the Indians sewed with
sinew thread, using an awl made of a sharp splinter of bone
from two to six inches length or a thorn of the buffalo
berry bush to puncture hpJ.es in the material to be sewn.
Later, a steel 'awl or a nail, ground to a point, was substi-
tuted. Sinew is always one of the best indicators to any
collector of the date or origin of an item, and the ,first
thing he does is to feel an old garment in search of stif
sinew thread. A good awl was a prized item to be kept clo e
at hand. They were carried in beaded cases, most of which
were long, tapered, and round. The case top had a loop to
attach it to the Indian's belt. Some had a cleverly de-
signed cap which slid up on the thongs while the loop was
still attached to the belt so the cap would not be lost.

. . . The prime sinew for sewing was taken from the'
large tendon which lies along both sides of the buffalo's
backbone, beginning just behind the neck joint and extending
in length for about three feet. It was removed as intact
as possible to obtain the greatest length. The short piece
of tendon found under the shoulder blade of the buffalo cow
provided an especially thick cord-of sinew, several lengths
of which were,sometimes twisted together for use as a bow-
string.

Skin dressing was intensified and facilitated by the i

introduction of iron blades and the White fur trade. .Whereas
the Indians had only killed game for their own needs, some
of them now hunted on a much larger scale than before,
trading the hides for beads, utensils, guns, and finally.
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.whisky, and, thus playing'a,small part in the rapid killing
off of the buffalo. Once the buffalo became virtually -.

extinct, and deer and elk scarce, hide preparations and
use,came to an end, and so abruptly-thatithas not been
possible.for scholars toreconstruct in complete detail all
of the old ways of .dealing with hides. Before 1850. the
Indians were using woolen and cottorv.trade cloth in addition
to skins, and.-on, trade cloth was almost exclusiVely
used to make clothing..

Summing up the'material on the buffalo, it is seen 'that
the Indians were so-dependent upon the animal-that their
entire culture came to be interrelated with,it. It was, their
,storehouse, their source of industry, their.main topic of:
conversation, and one of the prime intermediaries between
God and man. Its swift destruction by White hunters,
beginning about 1870, and ending about 1880 in,the smith
and 1886 in the north, left the Indians destitute arm rcon,6
fused. Life itself -as they knew ithad been, taken ,suddenly
and cataclysmically away. Little wonder:they.f ught ao
furiously for. their hunting-grounds, and in the end were
so slow to convert to ,an.agricultural-society, although the '
reasons for their reluctance to.beconverted:are exceedingly,
coMplex,. and. go far beyond the buffalo itself.'.

1.
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Name

LEARNING CONCEPT-..TIOSPAYE (BELONGING)

.LEARNING ACTIVITY

Your assignment is to research and write a report on the
Teton Sioux extended family.

STEP l'
Go to the media center. Obtain a copy of These Were The
Sioux by Mari Sandoz.

STEP 2
Read These Were The Sioux

STEP 3
Complete the Study Guide questions as you read the story.

STEP .4
Ask yo teacher,for a coprof the readings "Our Group
Moves" by Luther Standing Bear, and "The Extended Family"
by.Gordon MacGregor.

STEP 5
Write a summary of the informatiOn you have just read in
your journal.

STEP 6
Write a list of questions about what you have read. Discuss
those with your teacher.

STEP 7'
Listen to the video tape, Richard Fool Bull: The Song
the Flutes.

STEP 8
Discuss

STEP 9
View the

STEP 10
Write a

the information on the video tape with your teacher.

slide tape presentation of the "Giveaway" (J. Gibson)

summary of the Giveaway in your journal.

STEP 11A
gThink about the information you studied in this unit. Imagine
what it might be like to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a
story that is related to what you have just studied. Try
to include some of that information in your story. ,Your
story might be about one or more of the following:

--an exciting event.
--a young person becoming an adult.



- -a person who acts differently because he/she has
learned different cultural patterns.

- -making friends.
--getting married.
- -a perdori who does sdmething heroic.

impOrtant'lesson or moral truth.
- - growing tip.

- -dealing With supernatural forces'.

- -an experience that isn't mentioned here, but one
you would like to' write about.

Choose this activity or STEP 11B.

STEP 1133
Write a.rough draft of a one- to thre page report about
the Teton Sibux family. Take this r rt to your teacher
for editing.

STEP 12
Write the final copy of your report or story.

2
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THESE WERE THE SIOUX
Study Guide

Forward (pp. 9-10)

1. How did Mari Sandoz come to learn about the Sioux?

2. What conditions in her home made it possible for'her to
learn about a group of people who had'different beliefs?

3. Write the words on page 10 that Mari'Sandoz uses to
explain what her knowledge and understanding of the
Sioux was like?

4 - #

The Go Along Ones (pp. 15-26)

sl. Relate feelings Mari Sandoz recalled about the first
Indian she remembers.

2. How did Mari Sandoz first communicate with the Sioux?.

3. Describe the purpose of the Contrary or Heyoka walking
upside down?

4. What does a Contrary do?

5. When and why did Mari Sandoz lose her fear of lightning?

6. Do you feel the method Indian mothers used to teach
babies not to cry was humane? Why or why not?

7. Describe the feelings the Sioux had about how the whites
raised their children.
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(Pgs 27-38)

1. Because the Sioux arranged for a second father and
mother for every boy and girl, tell the value of this

arrangement.

2. . How was the second and sometimes third father of a boy

chosen?

3. Name the responsibilities of the second.mother.- Do you
think this was a good arrangement?

4. :what foods did the Sioux gather?

Describe how the food was prepared for winter. What

was this preparation called?

6. What was one of the first survival skills that Young

One was taught?

7. Novi did Young Indians learn to accept responsibility
for their-own 'actions?

(pp. 35-49)

1. In your Own Wordsetell some ofthe.wayi young children
were a. part of the village.

As you read about how older Sioux children disciplined

younger children, do you feel your culture could use

this method? Why or why not?

3. Name one way that the Young One learned the history

of his family.
r

4. What'stepsdid the-tribe take to discipline the
occasional unruly youth or older person?
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5, Describe three activities young boys wticipated in
that helped them learn to hunt.

6. What was the highest war achievement a warrior could
earn?

47

7. -List some of the ceremonials the young Sioux4earned.
Name the one tot was the simplest and most impbrtant.

O. In your own words describe how the young boy prepared
.for entry into manhood.

9. 'Write a paragraph telling what Crazy Norse's,dream:
predicted. Start your paragraph with this topic
,sentence.

(pp. 53 -67)
TheTree Walkens

1. What were the first obligations of a Sioux man?

2. Who decided what respOnsibilitieS the young Sioux would
-have -when he grew up?

3. Which skills were the most important for a man to have
to be one of the best hunters?

4. A part of thelouffalo was used to make war shields.
Name the part and how it was prepared.

5. Describe the method used to hunt buffalo before the
,Sioux had the horse.
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6. ,Write a paragraph giving the reasons for a summer hunt
and a fall hunt.

7.- Describe the buffalo hunt. Tell what the hunters did
and what responsibilities others in the tribe had after
the. hunt.

(pp. 68-84)

1. -Write a paragraph giving your reaction to the statement
on page 69 "see how the boy is.with his sister and the
other ones of his home lodge and you can know how the
man will be with, your daughter.'"

2. EaCh person had'his orrher own place in the lodge: Write
a short paragraph explaining these plades and give a '
reason for this custom.

'3. How were the members of SiouX Society that were set
apart because of blindness, born crippled or for other
reasons thought of by, the tribe?. Do you-think this is
thesame in today's society?

(

4. Why did the Sioux call the Fetterman ambush "the fight
where the hundred were killed?"

(pp. 85-103)

1. What was the ideal that young girls hoped for? What
kind of training did they have to.achieve this goal?

2. Write a paragraph describing the Puberty Ceremony of

a ydung girl.

3. Describe the young wife's first home. Include who lived
there, and the furnishings needed to set up housekeeping.
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4. When the owe were being pursued by the army, what
happened to he old, weak people ?.

4

5. Ala the white observer correct in his assumption that
tll Indian man was lazy and the Indian woman a drudge?
wny or why not?

6.; What t le did the old on -,play in the education of young
girls?

7. The Alain§ Indian society was a matrilinear Society.
For what r isons did a man join his wife's people?

8. In the. Sioux ociety there was a strict courting ritual.
What was it?

9. In our Society ma erial things are very important to a
family. 'What was important to a Sioux family in se-
lecting a husband kor their daughter?

10. If a marriage was not\successful, how was the marriage
desolved?

(pp. 104-118)

1. What kinds of things could e personally owned.and
inherited by the Sioux?

2. ,Describe the Giveaway Dance.

3. What was the Indians belief about ownership of land?
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Describe various possible meanings for the ritualistic.\
element of the Sun Dance.

5. flow does-the.Indian's view of the'universe compare with
yours?

5

f
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After the reservation period cameo-the tiospaye family
structure changed somewhat. Read the following essay
watching for what different things each person--old men, old
women,fathers, mothers, children- -now do after the days of
hunting and freedom are over. This essay was written in the
1940s--about 70 years after Luther-Standing Bear describes
his expekience:

7
"The-Extended Family"

by.Gordon Macgregor*

The Dakota still do not draw'asliatinct a line as do
white people between the family of father, mother, and
children and the group of relativeS consisting of grand-
parents, uncles, aunts, cousins, nephews-, .nieces,Agrand-
Children, and,more distant_blood relationsYWho form. he
extended family. In the old extended family group or
tiyospaye camp, a man's tepee usually stood next to that of
his married brother, and-in front might he the'tepee of a
married son. Family homes -are geograPhicallYwidelY separated
today in comparison witt.the hand camp, and the. associations
within an extended group are less frequent and intensive;
but the indiViduhl usually does have a few members of his
extended'family close by. Grandparents may be living in a
.tent beside the house, with brothers or'sisters,as the nearest
neighbors. Frequently a relative not belonging to the bio
logical family may be living in the home. All these relatives
in the family circle for.the most part continue to maintain
.the,relationships of the-kinship'systeM.

The-grandpaients exemplify the ideal of. "kindliness and
generosity of the olde'sioux culture. The grandfather,'
formerly .a counselor to the young, still attempts to continue
this function, but his prestige has declined because he can
no longer participate in aciivfties formerly carried on by
the-.oldermen and because he"does not, understand the changing.

The grandmothet who was as second mother"' in the-old
society, taking over the. hard work'of the household 'for her
daughters during_their childbearing period and sharing the
care of the new grandchildrent.COntinues this role today.
Her major responsibility is looking after the smaller children

. when the parents are busy. Thilv may last attimes for
several weeks while the parents are working in the harvest
fields. The affectlon of the grandmother an&her freedom
from the perManent and complete'responsibility Om the

*Gordon Macgregor, Warriors Without Weapons (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 19f51, pp. 60-64.
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children make for an exceedingly pleasant and lifelong

relationship. Adult grandchildren reciprocate her devotion
during their early childhood by sending home money and gifts
,to "the old people."

The grandmother who will give or do anything for her
grandchild is a person to whom the.child turns when in-nee
and in times of crisis. When a divorced person finds his
children difficult to care for, he usually regards the
grandmother's home as a place where they may be left. The

generosity and kindness of the grandmother are sometimes
abused by young people, who, whdh they are old enough to
sipport themselves, will visit grandparents for a long period
of time without contributing to the household and expect to
be supported by the old people's rations or old age as-
sistance check.

It is difficult to ascertain how much of the kinship
terminology that embraces the extended family is-now used
by the present younger generation, for they have learned
English terminology, which they use in the presence of white

people.. Some children draw a clear distinction by saying to
a white person, "That is my father--of course, he is.really

only my uncle--but we call him 'father' in Indian." Another
child will say, "My mother is here for me," if hd believes
that is the stronger argument for being excused 'from class,

but in another circumstance, he will mention the same in-
dividual as his aunt. Other children use the English kinship

terms at home, calling the "fathers" and "mothers" of the
extended family "uncles" and "aunts". and behaving toward .

them differently than toward their own fathers and mothers.
This change is more marked among the mixed-blood people,
because of their greater use of English and the classifi-
cations which white relatives make. The adoption of English
kinship terminology appears to be a strong factor in breaking
down,the ties and behavior patterns of the extended family

organizatiOn.

Among full-blood families which still speak Siouan, the
language aids in the preservation of the old terminology and
related behavior.. When members of the extended family live
as neighbors, they continue to act acebrding to the role of

their relationship4position. Thus a child born into such a
group receives treatment as a son, a grandson, or a brother

from those he is taught to call "father," "grandfather,"
or "brother." If the younger people appear lax in this
behavior, a grandparent will often reprimand them for not
adhering to the Indian ways.
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The Conjugal Family

Under the old kinship system, when an individual married,
he acquired a new set of relatives--the [wife's or husband's
family]. The behavior of a young man'and woman before
marriage and as a husband or wife is now markedly different
from that which they observed two or three generations ago.
Courtship is no longer conducted under severe chaperonage
or in momentary escapes from it. Friendship and congeniality
have usually developed between the couple at school or in
the neighborhood, and the feeling of being strangers to each
other that formerly existed is overcome.

Marriages are now made with little or no family sanction
or symbolic expression or contract between the two families
or the two persons involved. Formerly the man made gifts to
the girl's parents, and his father's sisters and mother's
brothers' wives equipped the new tepee of the couple with the
necessary furnishings. Marriages of social importance
were celebrated with an elaborate feast and religious pei-
formance. Today, the couple are married by a local missionary
or a justice of the peace outside the reservation. The
couple are more likely to announce that they are going to be
married than to ask permission, and the man makes no gift

payment.

It is usual for the couple to live at first with the
parents,of one or the other. The custom ofthe bride's
gradually entering into the women's work of her husband's
mother and devoting her time to the lighter craftwork, has
-disappeared. Most couples soon establish a home of their
own and often leave the reservation for work.

This change toward the independence of the young
married couple is not being made, however, without some
tension°between the couple or with their own families. The
cooperation of a strongly knit extended family is still an

ideal. The desireof the man to set up an economically
independent home may conflict with his wife's desire to
be, near or with her relatives. This may be overcome by
constant visitin4 or returning to live among her people,
Similarly, 'a man who has attempted to keep a job or operate

a faim indeperidently may feel compelled to return to the
family homestead to help out.

The high respect between persons of different genera-
tions who are related through marriage has been described
previously Some women would address a son-in-law only
on trivial matters or in an unavoidable emergency. One
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woman was seen shouting directions from a distance to her
son-in-law who was building her a house, because there was
-'no one to relay her wishes. The restriction upon in-laws of

.
different generations and sex traveling or appearing in
public together is in greater force, . . . as improper. The

fact that the parents frequently live in a tent beside the
home of one of their married children may: [reflect the pattern

The loyalty and cooperation that one giVes and expects
from blood relatives continues to function between relatives
by marriage in the same generation. This extends beyond
immediate brother- and sister-in-law. eRemarks are commonly
heard, such as, "My sister-in-law's brother took care of my
cattle while I was away," or "My boy is helping So-and-so.
He is my sister-in-law's sister's son; that is'why he is
helping him." These indicate that even the extended [marriage]
relationships are still counted upon.

The most notable aspect of in-law relationships that,

comes to light from interviews is the expression of hostility.
'AThis is undoubtedly not new to the Teton Dakota, for [marriage]
relatives have always been outsiders to the extended family
and have been received at least with reservations by some

'members. . . Some older women today pride themselves in
never criticizing or even discussing with a daughter-in-law
her affairs, even though a divorce may be imminent. However,

these older women will freely gossip with others about their
daughter-in-law's behavior. Misbehavior of children, acci-
dents, and even death are openly traced to the daughter-in-
law or son-in-law and other individuals in the [marriage] set

of relatives. In this behavior, there appears the solidarity
felt toward one's own extended family and the potential
jealousy and resentment felt toward other relatives with
whom the only connection is through marriage.
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"Our Group Moves"

'by Luther Standing Rear*

In the'early spring, when we moved away from our winter
quarters, our sUbband** of Indians looked better than any
circus.parade. EACh family had its place in line. Nobody
was ever in a hurry to get ahead of those in advance--as the
white man in his automobile tries to do in this day and age.

In traveling, the ponies carrying the tipi poles of
one family went along together. Then came the pony that
carried the tipi covering. This was folded in such a way
that there was equal weight on each side. Next came the
ponies with the bags. The rawhide bags hung on the saddle,
one on each side of the pony. On top of these were the
round bags, and in the center of these was that portibn of
thebed made from the branches strung on buckskin., As this
was usually decorated, when rolled up it showed .a great
variety of colors.

The very young babies rode in a travois drawn by a very
gentle pony, which the mother of the baby led, riding on her
own pony. We bigger boys and girls, always rode our own
ponies, and we had plenty of fun chiiftng birds and hunting,
until, we came to the new campingground.

In all this hustle and bustle ofitioving, getting the
'children ready, and starting on the road, in spite of the
fact that there were several hundred people, there was no
confusion, no rushing hither and thither, no swearing and
no 'bossing.' Every one knew we were moving camp, and each
did his or her duty without orders. The entire camp would
be on the road without any noise.-

The old men of the tribe would start out first on foot.
They were always in front, and we depended on them. They
were experienced and knew the lay of the land perfectly.
If the start was made before sunrise, it was beautiful to
see the golden glow of the coming day. Then the old men sat

down to wait for the sunrise, while the reseof us stood
about, holding our, horses. One of the: men would light the
pipe, and, as 'the sun came over the horizon, the entire tribe
stood stillas the ceremony to the Great Spirit began. It
was a-solemn occasion, as the old man held the bowl of the
pipe, in both hands, and pointed the stem toward the sky,

.
*Luther. Standing Bear, My Peo le, the Sioux (Lincoln:

University of Nebraska Press,.1975 , pp. 23-27.

**tiospaye or extended,.fdmily.
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then toward the east, south, west, and north, and lastly,

to Mother Earth. An appeal was made during this ceremony;

t. the men smoked, after which the pipe was put away. Sometimes

there would be something to eat on :these occasions. After

this ceremony was over, somehow we felt safer to go on.

The old men took the lead again, and when they reached

a nice grassy place, with plenty of wood and water, they sat

down. We then knew they had found a camping-place for the
night, and everybody Was happy. Every'one then got busy
locating a place to pitch his tipi. But there was no mad
rushing around; we all took our time. Each woman put up her

own tipi. 'Soon the whole camp showed a great circle of tipis

the fires were started, and we were shortly ready to eat.
Meantime, the men turned the horses loose and attended to

their wants.

Sometimes we would start off again the next morning.

.
Sometimes we remained in one. place several days. But as we

were on our way to our summer home, in the northern part of
Nebraska, and the distance' was considerable, we children

were anxious to be on the go again.

If there was any dispute about starting, the old men

went to their'tipi and counseled together. If it was de-

cided to make a long journey the next day, one of the men
would go around and warn every one to get to bed early, so

as to be all prepared to start early in the morning. The

women would make preparations to carry water along, in: case

we did not find any on the day's march.

Very early the following morning, we could hear the

call of the old man as he passed along by the tipis. He

would call out 'Co-cco-o!" This meant, 'Get up'--and we

did. There was no asking of questions, such-as, 'What time

is it ?' Can I lie a little while longer?' We boys always

arose at once, to show that we were young men.

Our journey consumed quite a while. But we stopped

when we wanted to and stayed as long as we pleased. There

was no great rush. But finally we reached our destination,

and our camp was soon settled. Then a scout was picked to

go out for buffalo. When the scout returned, the hunters -

started out, camp was moved near to the place where the
buffalo had been located, so themork would not be so hard

on the women by being a great distance from camp. When the

fresh meat was brought in, we all had a big feast, and were
well pleased and satisfied to go to sleep at the end of

another day.

Soon the hot summer days arrived. Perhaps the reader

may think we had an awful time in a closed tipi, but not so.

Forked branches were cut from the box-elder tree. While this

6u
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is a very soft wood, at the fork of a branch it is tough.
The branches were cut four or five feet long. Sometimes ash
was used, but' box elder was better.

The tipi, all around, was staked down with pins. The
women would pull all these pins out on hot summer days, which
left the tipi loose around the bottom. The forked ends of
the box-elder branches were then placed through the holes
around the edge of the tipi, which elevated the edge some
little distance, quite like an open umbrella. This not only

____increased_the_size_of_the_tipip_but_made_the_amount_of_shade
greater. When the tipis were kept nice and clean, it was
very pleasant to stroll through a great camp when all the
tipi bottoms were raised.

During the heated portion of the day, our parents all
.sat around in the shade, the women making moccasins, leggins,
and other wearing apparel, while the men were engaged in
making rawhide ropes for their horses and saddles. Some
made hunting arrows, while others made shields and war-bonnets.
All this sort of work was donCwhile the inmates of the camp
were resting

We children ran around and played, haVing all the fun we.
could. In the cool of the evening, after the meal was over,
all the big people sat outside, leaning against the tipis.
Sometimes there would be foot races'or pony ratesi or a ball
game. There was plenty we could do for entertainment. Perhaps
two or three of the. young men who had been on the war-path'
would dress up in their best clothes, fixing up their best
horses with Indian perfume, tie eagle feathers to the
animals' tailiand on their own foreheads. When they were
'all.see to 'show off,' they would parade around the camp
in front of each tipi--especially where there were pretty
girls.

We smaller children Sat around and watched them. I

pecan how I wished that I was_big enough so I.could ride
a perfume&horse, all fixed.up, and go to see a pretty girl.
But I knew that was impossible until rhad been on the war-
path, and I was too young for that. Before we could turn
our thoughts toward-such things, we must first know hoW to
fish, kill game and skin it; how to butcher and bring the
meat home; how to handle our horses mperly, and be able
to go on the war-path.

When the shades of night fell,'we went to sleep, unless
our parents decided to have a game of night ball. If they
didi then we0little fOlks tried to-remain awake to watch
the fun. We were never told that we must 'go to bed,'
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because we never objected.or cried about getting up in the

- morning.- When we grew tired of playing, we went to our

nearest relatives and stayed at-their tipi for the night,

and next morning went home.

When a thunderstorm threatened, every one ran to his

tipi. All the forked branChes were pulled out, and the-

sides of the tipi were lowered. If a high wind accompanied
the storm, the women, boys, and girls were all hustling,
pounding the stakes into place with stone hammers. '-Then the
long_ branches_. from the box-elder t_ ree were carried inside
the tipi to be used as braces for the poles, which kept them

from breaking in. Afterthe storm had passed, how fresh and

cool all the earth seemed:

Such was the life I lived. We had everything provided
for us by the Great Spirit above. Is it any wonder that we

grew fat with contentment and happiness?
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Name

LEARNING CONCEPT - -WO ONSPE (Belonging)

\LEARNING ACTIVITY

Your assignment is to research the way Teton Sioux children
learned and to write a report describing the process for
other students.

STEP 1
Ask your teacher for a copy of "The Education of a Plains.
Child" (Erdoes).

0

STEP 2
After completing this reading, complete the chart entitled,
"Lakota Education."

STEP 3
Go to the media center and listen to the videotape Richard
Fool Bull Reminisces.

STEP 4
Write a one-;page summary describing the information on the
videotape in your own words. ti

STEP 5
Make a list of questions you have about what you have heard
or read. ,Discuss these with your teacher.

STEP 6..
Ask your teacher for a copy of the reading "Teton Games."

STEP 7
Arrange
games.
if your

for a supervisor to go outside with you. Try the
If there are some you think are a lot of fhn, and
friends have time, teach some of the games to them.

STEP 8A
Think about the information you studied in this unit. Imagine
what it might be like to liVe as a Teton Sioux: Write a story
that is related to what you have just studied. Try to include
some of that information in your story. Your story might'
be aboht one or more- of the following:

- -an exciting event.
- -a young person becoming an adult.
- -a person who, acts differently because he/she has

learned different cultural patterns.
- -making friends.
--getting married.
- -a person who does something heroic.
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--an important lesson or moral truth.
--growing up.
--dealing with supernatural f9rces.
--raising a family.
--an experience that isn't mentioned here, but one you
would like to write about.

Choose this activity or STEP 8B.

STEP 8B
Write a rough copy of a one- to three -page report about the
education of Teton Sioux children. After completing the
first copy, ,ask the teacher to read your writing for editing
work.

STEP 9
Write a final copy of your report or story.
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Luther Standing Bear suggests what Teton education of
children was like. Richard Erdoes writes of what it was
like in pre-reservation times and what, it has become under
the pressures of reservation life. Read the following essay
and then fill in the chart which follows the essay.

"The Education of a Plains Child"

by Richard Erdoes*

The Plains' Indians had a saying that a man's most
precious, possession is not his horses, his weapons, or his
fine tepee, but his children.

The birth of a child was always a joyous event. It
was usually the grandmother who bathed and rubbed the baby
down with warm buffalo cow fat. The umbilical cord would
be preserved and sewn into a small hide bag shaped like a
lizard or a turtle and covered with beads. These two
creatures were symbols of long life and endurance. The
small bag was therefore a powerful good -luck charm which
would protect the baby. Usually it was fastened to the
cradleboard. As soon as possible the baby was given a name.
This would be kept until the baby was big enough to get a
grown-up name. From the very first days, a Cheyenne Or
Sioux mother would gently pinch a baby's nostrils to stifle
any cries. A screaming baby was a danger because sound
could attract enemies. This was particularly important
for the isolated camp of a hunting family. In this way
even tiny infants made their first contribution to their
tribe's welfare4.-they keptquiet.

Small babies were often carried on their mother's back,
enfolded within her blanket and warmed by her body. An
infant spent most of its first year securely strapped to a'
cradleboard. Some dry and absorbent plants, such as certain
mosses, were used .for diapers. Preparing meals for her
family, the,mother frequently stopped and reached over her
shoulder to stuff a particularly delicious morsel into her
baby's mouth.

When A tribe was on the move, cradleboards were slung
On the mothers' saddlehorns, tied to the end of a lodgepole,
or placed upon a travois. -The two "horns" of.the cradleboard,

*Richard Erdoes, The. Sun Dance People (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1972), pp. 56-,61, 66-67.
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together with a broad hoop of wood, protected the baby's
soft head from injury in case a horse bolted and threw the
cradleboard to the ground. The cradleboard was always
beautifully decorated with beads and porcupine quills, a
proud mother's chief exhibit 'of her skill with a needle.

Indian children were quiet and well-behaved. They were
seldom punished and never beaten or screamed at. They were
asked to do something, not told. Children were never alone.
They knew they were loved. Besides his own parents, there
were always grandfathers and uncles to help bring up a boy,
grandmothers and aunts to watch over a girl. With so many
people concerned with his welfare, a child had no chance to
become a "mamma's boy."

Children were encouraged to learn to walk, ride, and..
swim 'at an early age. They acquired knowledge and skills
by trying to imitate those older than themselves. They
had toys and played games. Many of their games trained
them into their tribal roles. Little girls played house,
or rather tepee, setting up little tents which their mothers
had made and painted for them. Little boys pretended to be
hunters bringing home game, a tiny buffalo carved in wood
or a toy elk made of skin stuffed with grass, which they
used as a target for their children's bows. Sometimes they
even managed to kill a rabbit with their toy weapons. Row
proud they were then: Boys imitated grown-up warriors by
striking coup upon a piece of meat hanging on a drying rack,
carrying it off in triumph aR if it were a stolen horse.

Youngstdrs made blowguns out of hollowed ash stems.
There were many exciting 1, 1/ games that boys and girls
could play. One could EaLs,.; always have a good mudball

fight.

As the boys grew bigger, they used larger and larger
hows, took care of the horses, and went along on the hunt
until" they finally brought down their first buffalo calf.
This was a moment to be remembered.

"Look at all .this good meat my son has brought!" cried
thellappy father as he prepared a feast in honor of the

big event. The Indians were wise in the ways of building
up a'youngster's confidencecand feeling of importance.
Mayhe,the boy would be given the tongue, which was the best
part.'t The meat was often given away, together with many
other fine things, to impresh upon the youngster the great
virtue '-of generosity and responsibility for the welfare of

others.-,

6
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At last the day came when it boy was ready to become a
man. The Plains Indian was a vision seeker. Dreams and
images, seen only in his mind's eye, were his wal0)f com-
municating with the Great Spirit. To gain the vision which
he needed to become a man, a boy faced an ordeal of loneli-
ness, hunger, and thirst--trials which would test bravery
and°courage. 1

A man could fast and seek dreams whenever he felt that
his life was at a turning point. He could also change his
name again, as a result of a memorable deed, but nothing
could equal the impact of his first vision which made him
a man.

A few men, a very few, did not want to lead the cope
titive, dangerous life of a warrior. These men, called \
berdaches by French trappers, simply put on women's clothing
and did women's Work. They did not fight. Nobody objected.
or made fun of them. A person had to act according to his
dreams and visions. What he did with his life was his own
business.

Nowadays, only a few full-blooded parents still cling
to their ancient beliefs and send their sons to a lonely
hill to seek a vision. This is done most often in a medicine

'man's family.

Girls were as important to their parents and to their
tribe as the boys, but they did not have to undergo a lonely
vigil without food or water in order to attain womanhood.
When a girl became physically old enough to be a mother,
her parents would announce a feast in her honor. They would
give her new, beautiful clothes and other. gifts. She would
be paraded around the camp circle while her elder relatives
made speeches about what a fine young woman idhe was. The'
would praise her skill in sewing and tannind. For a girl,
coming of age was a proud moment.

Indian childhood was a happy childhood. Children were
precious because the tribe was small and the life of the
hunter full of danger.

the

young life was very important
and the love shown to the little ones reflected this
importance.

Today, Indian children are still treated with this kind
of love, but.the modern world has brought its own problems.
Indian children, like all others, have to go to school.
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Teachers ro mostly wAke. They do not speak the Indian

languages and, from the point of view of the pupils, seem

to come from a different world. Learning is not easy for

a child who cannot .understand his teacher. The schoolbooks,

too, do ndt always make sense to young Indians. These hooks .

depict white families in suburban homes. They show daddy

coming home from his office on the commuter train. The

Indian child, living in an isolated cabin among lonely
hills, cannot relate to this.

Somereservations are huge and sparsely populated.

The government can't.build schools for each tiny settlement

with its small handful of children. So it builds a few

huge boarding schools which must serve a number of areas

and communities. This may he the practical thing to do,

but it causes great hardship to the Indian, children who

are taken from their homes to a faraway school, where they

have to.face a new kind of life among strangers and have to

manage for themselves withdut the help of papnts and grown-

up relatives.

A Cheyenne grandfather says: "They built this new

boarding school over there. All glass and stone Very

modern, very beautiful, very expensive."' But the kids in

there! Some of them commit suicide. They aren't used to

being by themselves, without their families. They don't

have enough love. Nobody understands." .

"White people don't make good parents," explains a

young Sioux mother. "On the one hand they spoil the kids,

make things too easy for them, overprotect them, so, that

it takes the youngster a long time to grow up. On the

other hand they slap them and yell at them."

Indian parents are not forever saying, "Don't touch,

be cardrful!" They let the children discover, at the price

of a little hurt, that they should stay away from fire and

sharp things.
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What LakOta Boys
Learned

LAKOTA EDUCATION

What the Boy Mirself
Did to Learn.
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Who Helped Him
Learn ,(friends,
parentsp.other
adults)

a a ota Gir
Learned

s'

at t e r
Herself Did to
Learn

fS

i.

p e pe er
Learn (friends,
parents, other_
adUlts)'
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All Indian' gaMes lave alternative motives. They develop

skills of warehuntirig4 endurance, patience, or-improve one's

awareness or reflexes. You may wish totry them.

TO KNOW:

Indian Rachet Ball

Played inwinter (and rarely in summer) by two groups,

the game often involved heavy bets between individuals in

each group. Stakes were placed about'A/4 mile apart. The

,.object of the game was to get the rawhide ball across the
,enemy.goal by passing, throwing; or kicking the ballto
membersof one's team. Thegroups may involve entire

bands. ,Thegame contest was .always exciting, rough, and

could last,en entire day.

Hoop Game
,7

Two hoops of sapling, both 11-1/2 inches in diameter,

were painted red and were netted loosely with rawhide

straps like the bottom of a wicker basket. These hoops

were rolled or thrown in the air and with a forked stick

48 inches long players tried to pierce the hoops through

the middle. , The one who pierced the hoops most often would

win. Whole camps would lay this game during the summer
meetings with other band.

Archery Games

These games varied widely. Most often a black arrow

was shot in the air, landing-50 to 75 feet from the con-

testants, so that it would stick in the ground. The person,

to first hit the black arrow with,one of his own at that

,distance was a winer. Winners then competed by trying to.

hit moving target* thrown in the air until, an overall.
Winner was named best of the camp.
s,

ih

Young boys would
oot, an arrow into a
eh-try and knock' it
e others/pi:T.6i loose
pews;Ocs, weiff repeated.

The Siick' oi Moccasin
T s

often play under a tree; 50ne boy.would

high branch. All the*other boys would

down. The boy(who successfully shot
would get to keep the arrow, and the

Accompanied by song, the Stick or Moccasin Game was

played, 1,111' many formm by all members of the camp in small

groups. The game usually stimulated small bets. Shuffling
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a pebble, 'a man in the center of the circle tried to fool
the combined perception of the circle, or members may divide
into teams and play against each other. If the man in the
center lost, he must pay all those who bet; bUt if the circle
lost, they must' pay the man in the circle. the man in the
circle may then decide to play another round or let another
take the center of the circle. If played in teams, the
person shuffling the pebbleor piece of wood automatically
changes with each 'selection.

Variations on this game are, played with colored sticks
which are won with'correct guesses and are lost by incorrect
selections,. Pebbles may also be hidden under moccasins much
like the white man's shell game..
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Name

LEARNING CONCEPT--ITCITACAN (Belief)

LEARNING ACTIVITY /

Your assignment is to research the idea of leadership in
traditional Teton Sioux culture. You will learn about what
most people in the culture believed a good leader needed to
do. You will also study the structure a traditional culture
used to make decisions and see that the decisions were carried
out.

STEP .1 ,

Go to the media center and obtain a copy of the book Craze
Horse. You may use either the edition written by Shannon
R= or the one written by Mari Sandoz,

STEP 2
Read the story and complete the study guide questions for
use while you read or after you have finished reading.

STEP 3
, View the videotape "Mr. Fool Bull Reminisces." Listen to
the section where Richard Fool Bull discusses what young
people learned about being a good citizen.

STEP 4
Write a one-page summary of what Richard Fool Bull said,
stating the information in your own words.

STEP 5
Ask your teacher for a copy of the readings, "Camp' Circle
of the Seven Council Fires" (Howard). and "The Band Chiefs
in 1868" (Ortiz).

STEP 6
Make a diagram illustrating the stedture of decision-making
described in the readings.

STEP 7A
Think about the information you studied in this unit. Imagine
what it might be like to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a story
that is related to what you have just studied. Try to include
some of that information in your story. Your story might be

"about one or more of the following:

- -an exciting event.
- -a young p6iibn becoming an adult. 7

- -a person[who,acts differently because he/she has
learned different cultulal patterns,

- -making friends.
- -getting married.

72



--a person who does something heroic.
- -an important lesson or moral truth.
--growing up,. .

,

--dealing with. supernatural forces.
-- raising a family.
--an experience that isn't mentioned
would like to write about.

Choose this activity or STEP 7B°

STEP 7B.
Write a rough
leadership of
copy, ask the

STEP 8

69

here, but one you.

copy of a one- to thtee-page report about
the Teton Sioux. After completing the first
teaCher, to read your writing for editing work..

Write the'final copy of your report or story.
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CRAZY HORSE (Shannon Garst)
Reading Guide--Use complete sentences to answer the following

questions.
Chapter.1
(pp. 1 -11)

1. What-feeling hung over the camp at the .beginning of
the story?

2. What did Has-ka think was the reason for this mood?

3. In what way was Has-ka's physical appearance different
from. the other boys'?

4. Why did the boys call ilas.ka a girl?

.5. Why did Has-ka admire No Water?

6. Why did Has-ka blame Crazy Horse for his own set-
apartness?

Where did Has-ka feel\like he was important?

Zky,

Chapter-2'
(pp. 2-25)

1. What decision did Has-ka make about himself when the
boys hurt his feelings with their teasing?

2. Describe Has-ka's. new friend, Strongheart.

How did Has-ka feel when he mastered a creature stronger
than himself? .

-.
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4. How did Has-ka feel when he rode his horse?

5. Why did Has-ka encourage Strongheart to keep running

when-he was frightened?

6. What was. meant by counting coup?

7.. How did Has -ka count coup?

8. What did the adults do to'show that they were proud o

Has-ka?

9. How did Has -ka's feelings about himself change?

'Chapters 3 & 4.
(pp. 26-38 and 39-54)

1. Why did Has-ka want to become a SiOUx leader?

2. Why was necessary for Has-ka to take a. sweat bath

before giving thanks to the Great Spirit ?

3. What was the main object of:the Oglala boys' riding

contest?

4. , Why was-it so-important to Has ka to earn the respect

Of the other boys ?.. .

tk..)

5. What honor did Hump give H s7ka after the buffalo hunt?
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6. After killing the buffalo, what method and tools did
Has-ka use for butchering?

7. Why would the men talk aboUt Has-ka at.the camp fire
meeting?

8. Why id the food taste special to Has -ka when he ate

dinner that night?

9. Why did Has-ka hope he would be given a new name after
riding the buffalo calf?

What did Hump explain to Has-ka about leadership?

11. When Has-ka wore the black mark of fasting,, how was his
set-apart feeling different from the last time he felt

set-apart?

12, Explain how Has-ka came to be called a girl again by

his friends.

13. Describe what Has -ka did to capture the prize mustang.

14. What did Has-ka earn as a result of his effort?

15. What did the boys say when Crazy Horse took part in the

riding contest?

Chapter 5
(pp. 55-71)

1. What are Crazy. Horse and Hump making when they sit
beside Hump's lodge?
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What did Hump say was a necessary quality, for leaders?

Why do the Sioux .1N1 to go to Fort Laremie?

4. Ai Crazy Horse rides Strongheart, who 4043 it that he

watches?

5. Why
ncil'
do thfire.men

argue when they are sitting around the

coue?

6. Describe Brave Bear, Tell what 110 lboka like and what

his people think or

How was a Lakota chief selected?

8.. How did Brave Bear come to be called chief?

9.
at
DesthecribBrule

camp,
e the comip41 sight that made c razyliorse laugh

10 What did the Brulei do with the animal?

When Bordeaux came to the camp,
bring?

what had newsdiA he

.4

12. Whytodid the word "arrest" strike
theamp?

a mood of horror in

13. iftet happened when the blue coats came to camp?

77
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14. How did this incident, change Crazy Horse's opinion of
white men?

15. At this time, how old was Crazy Horse?

Chapters 6 & 7
(PP. 72-79 and 81-87)

1. When the boys rode to the Oglala village, they told the
Oglalas about Paper Chief. How did'their opinion of
him change?

2. Why were the young warriors angry? What did they want?

3. Why did. Jim Bordeaux want them to control their anger?

4. Why did they decide to wait before deciding wflether to
ride, to. the fort?

5: At night, when Crazy Horse heard the women keening,
what did he know the sound meant?

6. What question often puzzled Crazy Horse?

7. Hump helps Crazy Horse answer this question. Write
three sentences Hump uses to explain how a man should
wish before he could serve his people as a leader.

8.

A.'

B.

C.

In addition to 'these three things, what else should
a man do -often?
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9. What did Hump say he could "4011 Crazy Horse?

10. What did Hump say he could 24)-t- teach Crazy Horse?

11. What event avenged Paper Chiefs death?

12. Why did Crazy Horse feel happy 48 he rode
toward their

Pa Sapa?

Chapters 8 and .9
(pp. 88-103)

1. Why is Crazy Horse glad that his father decided
to remain

near the Bad Lands? .

2. 'What fascinated Crazy
Horse about the way the white,

man did battle?

3. Why did some of the Sioug want to hold council with the

white chief ?.

4.
th

Why were some 'Sioux told -; whites to live south

of the Plattel_whilebt4eree to live north of the

Platte?

What did Little Thunderq$ fa jZ, decide to do? Why?

6. What did it mean when a boy was ready for a Vision Quest?

7. Why was the pipe sacred? .

'8, When did the Holy mysterY
coMe

to some People- in a vision?
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,9. How did Crazy Horse feel when he wad left alone on the
hill?

10. Why did Crazy Horse feel like he wanted to run away from
what was inside of himself?

11. Explain what Crazy Horse saW in his vision.

12. What were the words of the red hawk?

13. When Crazy Horse returns from his vision quest, what
harsh reality does he face?

Chapter 10
(pp. 104-115)

1. In what way had Crazy Horse's longing for power changed?

2. What demands were the whites placing on the' Siouic?

3. Why couldn't the Sioux meet those demands?

4. When Crazy Horse's father told .him about the battle,
what desire moved inside of Crazy Horse

k,

5. Why did Spotted Tail, Long Chin
Bear go to the fort?

Red Leaf and Conquering

6. What does Crazy Horse, about Crazy Horse?father notice

7. When Crazy Horse sees the Ak-sah-tai does he feel
peace?

Su
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8. What two situations were discussed at the powwow at
Bear Butte?

9. What does Red Cloud want to do?

10, Why does Crazy Horse envy Red Cloud?

11. Explain the organization of the seven council fires of
the Lakota nation.

Chapters 11 and 12 .

(pp. 116-127 and 128-137)

1. What feeling takes the place of the flaMing hatred
inside of Crazy Horse's heart?

2. What did he do to test his strength?

3. What happens when Crazy Horiesreturnn to camp?

4. Why does the rivalry between No Water and Crazy Horse
rage stronger?

5. When Crazy Horse leaves camp with Hump, why does he mark
his cheek with a zigzag mark?

-
6. Why-do Hump and Crazy Horse come to the conclusion

that Crazy Horse must have been granted a.vision?

What does Hump say about Crazy Horse at the campfire
that night? :
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0. As the mbeting broke up, what happened thi%t made Crazy
Horne gasp?

9. How did he feel when he walked into his tepee that night?

10. What did Crazy Horse learn about greatness from his
friends?

11. What happened that reminded Craty Horse of his vision?

A

12. Why does Crazillorse think he might have white blood
in his veins?

13.- What does his father say to Crazy Horse about being
fair skinned?

14. What happened at camp when'Crazy Horse was at camp that
caused great pain for Crazy Horse?

dlapters lf,& 14
(pp. 138-146 and 147-158)

What does Crazy Horse tell his father a truly great-
man does if he is great and if he has a good heart?-

2.-- When white hunters killed the buffa/ol.what part of
the buffalo did they take?

3. What did the Oglalas,thini of this?

What other bad news did the Oglalas hear?

82.



. Describe .w t happened camp.

aff

As prazyc Oise ,saw
through 41;63-4'

. 7 . Why did t

-s? What. kept

D

N-1,

Sio

lye

Vision 4gain, what words echoed

rl

ange their battle tactics?

lie°Plan' iorn being..mogt effective?i,,,

What groups

What bad' ne
at the Ds;

0 ,

44;

fowc''at.Pbwder River Country?

4.

oeS Crazy 'Horse hear about what happened

Chapters and
(pp. 159-1.6 anct,166=3.79)

Afte*.the- evening meal
dri3cusseil? '

at-camp, what matter

4,f
Who4;ere'the ones called Big Bellies?

What decsitn were they,going to make?

-.Who were the.:chosen leaders?

was to be

When Crazy-Horse started dancing, wliat did he notice ?.

6. :Why did sadness hang 'over the 'Teton came?.

. Why did, Red Cloud and Crazy Ho-rde go to the fort?'

'8 3



'.What dld they find out when they. got there?

. What words did, CraiY Horde:repeat overkand over until,
everyone listened?

4.

,,What strategy did he use to fight the whites?

11. What decision di'd Crazy Horse make about withdrawing
to camp for the winter?

11

12. What happened'when Fetterman and his eighty men entered
the area near Lodge Trail lodge?

Chapters17 & 18"
.(pp. 180 -189 and 190-199)

Why did Cr zy Horse's battle
against Fet erman'a-,COMpany?

Why did Crazy HOrse think it was a good. time to attabk
the fort?

strategy work Weffec ively

:Why, was ,Crazy' Horse defeated by .the whiteswho-were'.in
,Ithe wagon box Corral? 0.

When did they finally gain control of the Powder River.

country?

After the'Alue Coats had been removed from the fort,

3
what did the whites 'decide to do?

6 '. -What did, the new treaty say?

1
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. at did Crazy HOFse dislike about Red Cloud?

8. at did 'white FOX do that showed how 9reatfy Crazy.

H rse and. He Dog were honored?.

What did Crazy Horie find4hen.he returned to'his tent

that night?.

10.. What did No'Water do?

,
Why did Hope decide'to return to No Water! tent?

Chapters,, 19 & 20
(pp. 400-215 and 216-222)

1. .When Red Cloud -returned from Washington what news did

he bring? 0

2. Why did some people want to go tkicthe reservation?

What-happened:to .ihey7Are- fraid=0f-He?

Why did so many-white men come to the Black Hills again?

5. What good did this. news bring?

6. Why did Crazy. Horse think it was impossible to sell the

Brack Hills? 6

7. Why did many people gather-at'Lone TxeeT



..,.14.11at did Red Cloud pray for at the council ?.

How5did Crazy. Horse prevent additionaltrouble that day?

14. What two hardships faced the Oglalas that winter?

,When the Blue Coats attacked Crazy Horse's village what
did the warriors do to protect their peopje?

WlienCaptaingi.COk,amped on, the Tongue what did Crazy
Horse and4lis men do?

as Crazy Horse pleased about the fighting that day?

441

y wAp Crazy Horse-displeased about the fighting that
alr?

ritapterp 21 and n
it' 223-238 and 239-252)

Why did CrazysHorse think Sitting Bull was a good
choice for chief?

,

4

What groups of PlaindPpeople joined near the Powder
River?

. What happened that made Crazy Horse feel like his people
no longer respected him?

Why was Crazy Horse surprised that he was made-chief?



What 0;i4dazy' -Horse .ask for from Wakan TankaT

Who was the white chief called YellOW Hair?

7. What clic' Sitting Bull do to fall into a trance?

What did he see in his dream?
o

.As they raced to meet the soldiers, what did Crazy
Horse shout?

10. 'Explain what happened :during the encounter with the whites.

1: Why didnt Crazy, Horse take part the victory dance?

sWhat did Crazy Horse and ttirig Bull decide was the

best thing to do at this' time?;

13. What news made Cvlzy Horse think the whites shad giyen

their chiefs firmsrater?

14. How did Crazy "Horse 'show firm leadership when
shells exploded within Sioux ranks?

.
15. , How did Crazy Horse 40,

81

cannon
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The seven council fires of the'Great Dakota Nation are
described in the Virginia Driving Hawk-Sneve essay in Section
of this unit. This material is also included in the Santee

Sioux unit,, which should have been taught before this unit.
If students have studied this material before, it shduld be
'reviewed only briefly with emphasison the Teton tletonwan).
The seven council fires, it should be explained, are the com.;
ponents of the "Great Dakota Nation" which, met only annually
for the Sun bance and, to plan strategy.., The Teton "Council
Fire" in turn had seven subgroups or,"b has," each headed by
peace, and war chiefs:

1. The Oglalas (or Scatter their Owns), presently
dwelling at Pine Ridge Reserve;

-The Sicango or Brule (Burrit Thighs), presently
dwelling ; at= Rosebud; k

The HunkPkia'(End'of the. Camp Circle), presently
at StandingOloak.Reserve-

.

. The .8iha

5. The Two- Cheyenne River;

The Saps oW/ess-ones) at Cheyenne River;

t-Minneconlou (Planters'4eside the Water)1 at,

jo
As etonSioux grew in numbers, and tl the. Santee and Y'ankton
grcIppg,, ,reconfined to reservations (after 1862), the bands.'
functioned inure -or less as the council fire's did earlier--in,
a greAt)clircle Controlled by annual or, in times of crisis,
more frequent meetings. The bands were,dontrolled by the
chi (or w,hiefs) and holy men (essentially peace
chiefs'Andrel ipus leaders).* Beneath the bands were the
governing.Uni hat functifned from day to. day, the family.
The extended ily includea grandfather, uncles, auntsqua
whole range o people as the material of the unit will dow.
,(For further information oh the seven bands of the Teton, see
Hassrick, The Sioux or James Howard, The Dakota or Sioux Tribe.

6

a



CAMP CIRCLE OF THE SEVEN COUNCIL FIRES*

is.a chart of Dakota government in Mjnnesota,
say, around 17004 the teacher will.aggist you to understand it.

V'

WahpesiOnwan - 47,.44-. _
Ihanktonwana

(Dwell rs,Among the LeavOW (The Little Yankton)
=4

*After James Howard, Th'd Dakota or Sioux Tribe.
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,Formerly, in their Woodland home,, the Dakota or Sioux
were divided into seven bands or "council fires, '"c only
referred to in Dakota as the Oceti-Sakowin.

1. rdewakantonwan, "Spirit.Lake People
Mille Lacs,Lake-in Minnepota)

2. Wahpekute, "Shooters Among the Leaves"

3. Sisitonwan, or Sisseton, "People of the Boggy Ground"

4. Wahpetonwanoor Wahpeton, "Dwellers Among be Leaves"

5. Ihanktonwah;oi Yankton, "Dwellers at the, Ad
(Village)

Ihanktonwana, or Yanktonai, "Little Dwellers at
Ends'

referring to

7 Titonwan, or Teton "Dwellers on the Plains"

tlith the movement of some of the groups south and west
both cultural and dialectic differences grew up, and three
great divisions of the tribe came to be recognized. The
first four bands, came to be known as.the Santee division,
or Isanyati "Dwellers at the Knife (taker:ITMe fifth and
sixth-bands came. to be known as the Middle Dakota, -sometimes
called Wiciyela "Those'Who Speak LikeRFF7" The Teton
constituting only °one of the original seven fires,-Be-gme a
division as well, and are sometimes termed the Western Dakota.

9d
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DIVISIONS OF THE TETON SIOUX

Later, the Teton Sioux met in council at Sun Dance time

in seven bands'which were now almost as large as the old seven,

council fifes. All other six of the council fires were placed

on reservations in 1862; and the seven (or six, sometimes the

Sihasapas were not included) bands of the Teton met. The

bands of the Teton were as follows:

1. The Oglalas

2, The Sicangu

3e The Hunkpapa

4. The Sihasapas

5. The Two-Xety.es

6. The Sans-Ar63

74 , The Minneconjou
4

Your, teacher will provide further.material on the structure

of the bands. In addition, read the following to leaih' how

band leadership wasdeveloped among the Teton Dakota:

"The Band Chiefs in 1868"

by Father Peter John Powell*

T4kota people, at the time of the Fort Laramie

Treaty, had developed one of the most beautifully thought-out

governmental %systems posseised by any nation in the world. The

men who constituted their legal system were the Council Chiefs,

the headmen (or chiefs) of the warrior societies, and the'

Members of the warrior societies themselves. All possessed

their respective responsibilities in tribal government. The

balance of power was closely defined; and the roles of the

chiefs, headmemand soldier society members beautifully

interlinked.

The Council Chiefs possess ,u theunnalauthority. These

Chiefs were the peacemakers, and, ult .thepeace-keepers
among the people. Thelvhad been chos ecause they

best represented the ideal of what-it to be Lakota.

L

*From Roxanne Ortiz The Great Sib
Moon, 1977).'pp.. Father'Powell
group,

(Berkeley:
the Cheyenne

9j
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Most of the Chiefs had been great warriors in their younger
years. However, even more important was the fact that they
were pre-eminent among all other men for' their wisdomp, com-
passion and generosity. Generosity was considered the para-

. mount virtue among the Lakota people; and it is considered
the paramount virtue to this day. Thus these Chiefs, the
Council Chiefs, were the men wIlo best represented the essence
of what it-is to be Lakota.

The Chiefs then, were those wise men who ruled the people
and who had the final say in the relationships between the
people and their government. However, °rather than use the word
"rule," I should say that the Chiefs were the:men who, both led'
and served the people. For the Chiefs weref and still are,
not only the leaderd of the people, but also their servants.
Rarely did a Council Chiel seek to impose his own personal will
.Upon the wills of his followers. Instead, ideally, he was the
man who carried out the collective mind, the collective wishes,
of his people. Ideally he was the wise, compassionate, generous
leader whb-was willing to give all that he possessedi his life
included, for the good of his people. 0

Working in a close, but subordinate, relationship to the
Council Chiefs were the headmen of the Akicita or warrior , .

societies. These were the men of actioll705Farried out the,
directives of the Council Chiefs. They, and the men., in their
respective societies, were the guardians, the protectors,of
the people. The Akicita also served as camp police. At the
time of the tribal'hunts, the Council Chiefs appointed them'
guardians of the buffalo herds. Thus the Akicita regulated
the activities of the hunters during the great tribal hunts;
so.that all- families 'might have an equal opportunity to obtaip
a.good supply of buffalo meat.

Thus; even though white authors often describe the
Lakotas as being a warrior people nevertheless itAs-the
Council Chiefs, not the warrAors, o governed the peopld.
It was the men, of wisdom, generos ty, and often holiness as
well, the men who represented- the sence of godless, who
actually governed the peOple. Ideally, then, it was the

.
Council Chiefs who gaye the orders, ana the warrior society
headmen and members-who carried out these orders as they
affected the lives of the people as a whole.

These7people, the'Lakotas and Cheyennes, were a people
whose.theology, whose government, whose relationship to the
environment was far advanced over that of the whites who
first made contact wievthem. Ideally, then, it was the
Council-Chiefs who gave the orders, and the warrior society
headmen and members who carried out those orders as they
affected thelives of the people as ,a whole.

9 2
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These people, the Lakotas and Cheyennei, were aopeople
whose theology, whose government, whose relaionshiwto the
environment was far advanced /over that of the whitesrmho first
made contact with theili. 1;belieVe_hAt thjgs. 80.11 is
true today. And I believe that it is', time turn
to the Lakotas, to my own Cheyenne people, and to Indian people
as a whole, not only to learn 'what the relationship of man to
his environment should be, but also tc) understand the very
nature of man himself.

A.
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Name

LEARNING CONCEPT- -CAN KPI CPI 1890 (Adaptation)

LEARNING ACTIVITY

Your assignment is to research and write abort the events
that took place at Woundeyi Knee in 1890.

STEP 1
View the "Ta

STEP 2
Complete the study'lguide the filmi

STEP 1
tI

Read.the following accounts of-the Battle of Wounded Knee:

"Wounded Knee,
Red Cloud and
Bury My Heart
"Wounded Knee:

Shall Grow,

".The.Sun Dance Peoplepp..'177-186 (D.A.)
The Sioux Problemppp.-'506-3294 (T.F.)_
at' Wounded Knee, pp. 442-444AT.F.)
Tragic Epilogue," As Long_as The Grass
pp; 8-9.1D.A.) ;

STEP 4
As you read, answer the following questions:

1. Why didn't the Sioux Indians want to accept the
Sioux Bill of 1888? rt.

What effect did the bill have on the attitudes of
the Sioux people?

3. Why did the Indians begin to -dance the" .Ghost Dance?

4. What was the firstreaction of.the Indian agent,
H. D. Gallagher, to the Ghost Dance?

5. Wl at was the effect of the Ghost Dance on 'the
Indian people?

Describe the agervtwho replaced Gallagher. What
was his name? What type of person was ,he as he is
described in this litekature?

ow did the authorities attempt to' regain.controll
once it had been lost on the reservation?

8: Describe the series of,events that-followed At ,

Wounded Knee from the time the Seventh.Cavalwy
opened fire until the soldiers left the -area.
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View the videotape, "Mr. Obot Ruil Reminisces: Wounded Knee."

STEP 6.
Make a list of questions you have after viewing the tape,
Take the questions to the teacher fbr discussion.

S'±EP 7A
t

Think about:the information you studied in this unit.--Imagine
what it might he like to live as a Teton Sioux. Write a 'story.

that is'related to what you havejust.studied, Try-to include

some of that information in your story. YoUr story might be

about one or more of the following:

--an exciting event.
- -a young person becoming an
a person who acts' differently becOse h6/she
learned different cultural patterns

- -making, friends.
--getting married.
- -a person who does something herof,9
- -an important lesson or moral trutl.

- - growing. up.
- -dealing with supernatural forces,
- -raising a family.
- -an experience that isn't' mentioned here, but one 17641

would like to write about.

has

Choose, this. activity or STEP 7B.

STEP 713
Write your:report as.a factual: account for the Lincoln

paper for. the evening of December'30, 1890.

STtP 8
Take your writing to the teacher for editing. Whe -you hae.

:,finished editing make a final coPy.

neWS
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Film Study Guide
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1. At the beginning of this film.the Speaker talks ofthe'
world as a universal whole.: Explain what he means.

2. Why was the pipe special?

a \

3. How did the Indians unt buffalo before horses were .a
part of Sioux culture?.

4. How did a Sioux woman know which buffalo be, dnged to her
family?

5. How did the white man hunt the buffalo?.

6.

7.

c,

How did the Indian culture change 'after the white man
killed so many buffalo?

Descrfbe the interpretation of the visions presented
in the film.

8. How did the idea of the vision affect the Pfains Indians?

What-do you` think about the Last statement ,made Sy the
narrator of, the film?

FLO

10. Briefly describe your own' feelings after viewing the
film. , /I. .
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LEARNING. CONCEPT--CAN KPE OPI 1973 (Belonging and Belief)

LEARNING ACTIVITY.

Your assignment is to research .the events that began at
Wounded Knee in the early 1970's and to write a report of
these events in your own words.

93

STEP 1
obtain copies of the newspaper accounts of the events that.
took place at Wounded Knee as they were recorded in the
Lincoln Journal or the'Lincoln Star. Your teacher will
tell youUEFFF-they are located.

STEP: 2
Describe these events in your own words in aboutja one-page
summary.

STEP 3
Arrange fora visit to the Nebraska State Historical Society.
You will need to work.there at least two days.

STEP/4
* 'When'you go to the Historical Society, locate 1973 copies

of.the newspaper, Akwasasne Notes. Find reports of the
Wounded Knee eventgIiiEEFnF7gFiper.

STEP 5
Copy a description of the same events reported in the Journal
and Star, as they are written in Akwasasne:Notes.

STEP 6 ft

Make aplist of questions,you have about the events and the
trials after reading these two accounts.'

STEP 7
Obtain a copy of the book The Great Sioux Nation by Roxanne
Dunbar Ortiz.

,STEP 8
Have your ,teacher discuss this boOk with you. Read the
sections he/she suggests.

STEP 9A
Think about the information you studied-in this unit. Imagine
what it might be like to live as a Teton Siopg. Write a story
that is related to what you have just stu&edet, Try to, include
some of that information in your story. Your story might be
about one or more of the following:

- -an exciting event:
- -a young,person becoming an adult.
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- -a person who actsdifferently because,he/she has
learned different cultural patterns.

--making friends. ,

--getting married.
- -a person who'does something heroic,.
- -an important lesson or moral truth.
-- growing up.
--dealing with Supernatural forces.
--raising a family. '-

,
..

- -an experience that isn't mentioned here; but one. you
'would like to write about.

Choose this activity. pr STEP 9B

STEP 9B
Write a one- to three-page rough draft of a report_describing
the events of Wounded Knee-1973. Take this to the teacher
for editing.

O

SMEP 10
Write a final copy of your report or story.,

,
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